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Our main presenter at Saturday’s meeting will be our own Ben Romneywho will tell us about 
iTune University, a tool for life long learning—an educational resource anytime/anywhere on 
your compute, tablet or smartphone and it’s all free. Learn how to utilize this rich resource 
for learning. iTunes U has more than 800,000 free courses, lectures, videos, films, and other 
resources from more than 1,000 universities around the world. There are featured sections 
for courses about Shakespeare, ethics, playwriting, American history, algorithms, foreign 
languages, and animal physiology. Pretty much anything you’d find in a college course 
catalog shows up on iTunes U.

Ben Romney is an attorney practicing Elder Family and Estates Law. Ben began his career 
in the technology field as a systems engineer with a time-share company providing services 
to the U.S., Congress and Federal Agencies.

He later worked as a Systems Integration Manager managing a team for a Washington DC software firm providing U.S. 
Attorney’s offices throughout the country with customized case tracking software and training. As a systems analyst for 
NCR he performed systems needs analysis and designed customer inventory management software for manufacturing 
companies in the Northeast. Ben also served as the district manager for the WordPerfect Mid-Atlantic region and later 
Director of the Novell Philadelphia office.

Ben also participates as a co-leader of several local Apple User Groups and is Chair of MLMUG’s OS SIG.

Bonus: MLMUG website update. MLMUG Webmaster Deivy Petrescu will show us the updated MLMUG website which 
will be going live soon.  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MAC TIPS #54 - JANUARY 2015
SCREENSHOTS TO THE CLIPBOARD.  if you add Control to your usual commands for capturing screenshots 
(Command-Shift-3 and 4), the copy will go direct to the clipboard rather than to the desktop. You can paste the 
screenshot without any additional steps.	 	 	 	 	 MB                                             

Speech Recognition & Yosemite
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Typical Meeting Agenda

Second Saturday of each month


See www.mlmug.org for the meeting’s topic.


9:00 - 9:05: 	Call to order in main meeting room. 
Welcome extended to new visitors. 


9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs) convene in separate 
rooms. The three current SIGs are:


	 Beginners - We cover the most basic 
questions you may have about your 
Mac/iDevices and how to use them.


	 Multimedia - We discuss using your 
Mac/iDevices and applications for 
photo, video, audio, and print media.


	 OS - We go beyond basics to discuss 
Apple’s current operating systems, using 
your Macs and iDevices, and various 
applications. We also have Q&A.


10:05 - 10:30: Continuation of Q&A for all attendees.


10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a member or 
guest)


11:50 - Noon: Raffles and silent auctions.


Come join some fellow MLMUG members 
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby 

restaurant. 

MLMUG Email list

The Main Line Macintosh Users Group has 
its own email list. Compose your letter and 
email it to mlmug@yahoogroups.com and 
your message will be sent to everyone on 
the mailing list. Posting to this list is 
restricted to MLMUG members. Contact 
Bob Barton if you are a member and you are 
not on the list.

Please observe rules of etiquette. See the 
Yahoo Groups Terms of Service. The 
MLMUG list may be used to post Apple/
Macintosh-related items for sale, but any 
solicitation of members through the list is 
forbidden without the written consent of a 
MLMUG officer. The list is hosted at Yahoo 
Groups.

LOCATION

Good Samaritan Church, 212 West 
Lancaster Ave, Paoli, PA 19301, about 3 
blocks west of Paoli train station. Go to 
www.mlmug.org/GoodSam.html for 
location map & detailed directions. 

New Users SIG

You don’t have to wait a whole month to get 
answers to your basic Mac questions! Get 
together with other members on the fourth 
Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each regular 
meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.

Many new users have said that they can 
learn much more from face-to-face meetings 
than they do from manuals or other sources. 
That’s what this meeting is all about. Go to 
www.mlmug.org/sfl.html for details.


Macintosh Programming SIG/ 
Philly Mac Programming Group 

The objective of this group is to help 
members become more familiar with the 
c o n c e p t s o f M a c i n t o s h a n d i O S 
programming, i.e., the elements of the 
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file system, 
etc., and the main Mac programming tools: 
AppleScript, Java, C, and Objective C.

The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at 
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each 
month, but usually skips January and July. 
Contact John Ashmead or Deivy Petrescu, 
c o - c h a i r s , f o r v e n u e i n f o r m a t i o n . 
www.phillymacprog.org. The next meeting  
will probably be at Ludington Library in Bryn 
Mawr.


mailto:mlmug@yahoogroups.com
http://www.mlmug.org/sfl.html
http://www.phillymacprog.org
mailto:mlmug@yahoogroups.com
http://www.mlmug.org/GoodSam.html
http://www.mlmug.org
http://www.mlmug.org/GoodSam.html
http://www.mlmug.org
http://www.mlmug.org/sfl.html
http://www.phillymacprog.org
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due. 


If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if 
you’ve been visiting for some time, but 
haven’t joined, consider these benefits of 
membership:


• Monthly meetings, where you can 
learn, share, and meet everyone from 
working Mac professionals to new 
Mac users from all backgrounds.


• Monthly newsletter, which is full of 
interesting Mac news, tips, and 
information.


• Useful free items at the monthly 
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Permission is granted to nonprofit groups and other Macintosh User Groups to 
reproduce items in this newsletter. Please include the author’s or artist’s name, the 
MLMUG Journal title, and our copyright notice. A copy should also be mailed to: 
Editor, MLMUG Journal, P.O. Box 1374, Southeastern, PA 19399 or emailed to 
msb@lpilease.com.

© 2015 Journal content not written by members is included courtesy of the sources or 
the fair use doctrine. Product names & images are trademarks or copyrights of the 
respective owners.
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BookMarks 

Control Your Mac With Your Voice 

 
By Mark Bazrod 

We are accustomed to the keyboard and the mouse being the interface to our 
computers. However, “mousing" requires we have to take a hand off the 
keyboard to perform an action. The development of shortcuts, combinations of 
keys, allowed us to keep our hands on the keyboard and save some time. The 
initial shortcuts were command+c for copy, command+v for paste, command+p 
for print, and command+s for save. These shortcuts are now built into the 
operating system and applications and are listed in the menu dropdowns. Some 
of us use hundreds of these shortcuts. Many use only a few and some use 
none.


Then came custom shortcuts which we generated for many actions we needed, 
such as command+shift+o+e for Open Evernote. Opportunities for greater time 
savings and more fluid use of computers expanded.


Next came trackpads which, in addition to replacing the mouse, allowed us to 
use gestures for moving the cursor and to take other actions. I do an 3- fingers 
swipe up to see a dozen small virtual desktops or a 2-finger pinch to zoom in or 
out. However, gestures are used less often than shortcuts. Many are too 
complex to remember and they don’t always work.


Now consider speech recognition as the interface to our computers. It has been 
slowly developing since the 1980s, particularly as the power of software and 
hardware has been increasing. For the most part, it requires a microphone, 
either independently standing or as part of a headset. Microphones and 
headsets are ubiquitous on the website of Nuance, the developer of Dragon 
Dictate and the leading voice recognition software developer.


Star Trek IV saw Scotty trying to talk into a mouse, thinking the mouse was a 
microphone and that was the way to communicate. It seemed far advanced 
back in 1986, but the writers didn’t think far enough ahead. They missed Scotty 
trying to talk directly to the computer without a microphone. Note that back in 
1968 in 2001: A Space Odyssey humans spoke directly to HAL, but it was a bit 
larger than a PC.


I expect the next innovative process in speech recognition will be the ability to 
talk directly to the computer, eliminating the need for a device between us and 
the computer. Hopefully, we won’t have to wait too many years. One reason 
voice interfaces have become popular on smartphones is that users can speak 
directly into the phone without a separate microphone or headset.


Let’s delve a bit deeper into speech recognition. It works well in three major 
areas:


Dictation - turning speech into text.

Searching - turning speech into an Internet search.

Device control - issuing commands to control a computer, such as to open 

apps, choose menu items, activate links, etc.


Dictation was the first area to be developed. It was originally aimed primarily at 
people who had difficulty using a keyboard or mouse. It is now marketed more 
as a productivity tool useful to all users because most people can speak faster 
than they can type.


The use of speech recognition in searching developed with smartphones and 
tablets and will probably progress along a gradual curve as other uses are 
developed.


Device control was also originally designed for people who had difficulty using a 
mouse or keyboard, but they have been a small minority of users. With the 
increase in the power of software and hardware, more companies are focusing 
on the use of speech recognition in controlling computers and devices using 
computer technology (including jet fighters).


Voice control of computers is probably where speech recognition dictation was 
10 years ago. The manual for Dragon Dictate 4.0 for the Mac is 210 pages and 
much of it is individual commands. You have to say the commands exactly as 
written. Close Words works; Word Close does not. However, Steve Jobs is said 
to have claimed that he’d “finally solved” the TV interface. So perhaps we are 
not that far away in certain areas.


I’m starting to use Dragon Dictate 4.0 to control my iMac running Yosemite. It’s 
a slow process, but I’m learning. 


The real impetus for using voice control is in smartphones and tablets, 
particularly smartphones. Because the keyboard is small and many actions 
require many steps, it’s much easier to speak the words which can encompass 
multiple steps. 
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Voice control, if not a necessity, is certainly a major assistant in our use of 
computers and devices. I look forward to seeing what voice control will be on 
the Apple Watch. I suspect it will surprise many. And voice control is an 
increasingly natural way to interact.


So how fast will users begin to use voice control? The increased use of Siri on 
the iPhone will undoubtedly lead to increased use of voice control on the Mac, 
somewhat similar to the spillover effect of users buying iPhones and iPads and 
then buying Macs.


You undoubtedly have read much about different adoption styles - innovators, 
early adopters, early majority, late majority, and laggards. It’s a great model, but 
do not assume that a person consistently uses one style or another. I suspect 
our adoption style varies with the technology. I was early adopter of speech 
recognition in dictating letters and memos. (It was excruciating at times, but it 
tended to work.) I'm probably in the late majority or laggard class when it comes 
to Facebook and Twitter.


I suggest you seriously consider starting to use voice control to operate your 
Mac. It's coming and it’s going to take a fair amount of training and 
experimentation so you might as well start now. And starting is not that hard, 
although for more advanced use you’ll probably have to learn Automator. You 
can use the software that comes with your Mac or you can  purchase a speech 
recognition software program such as Dragon Dictate. The way to use speech 
recognition on Yosemite is different from prior operating systems. For a detailed 
description of how to start, go to Bakari Chavanu’s November 27, 2014 article at 
makeuseof.com, Create Powerful Custom Mac Voice Commands With Yosemite 
& Automator. tinyurl.com/kylo9bg.


Conclusion - Now is the time to start using voice control to operate your Mac. 
I’ll think you’ll enjoy the education and you’ll be far ahead of most people.
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SPEAKER ROSTER FOR 
MLMUG's 2015 MEETINGS 

January 10	 	 iTunes University & New Website

	 	 	 Ben Romney & Deivy Petrescu 

February 14 	 	 Lightroom  - Bill Achuff 

March 14 	 	 TBA 

April 11		 	 FileMaker Pro - 	Colin Keefe

May 9 	 	 	 Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus

June 13 	 	 Picnic

July 11 		 	 MLMUG University - Member Presentations 

August 		 	 Summer Recess

September 11 	 	 TBA 

October 10 	 	 TBA 

November 14 	 	 TBA 

December 12 	 	 Holiday Party & More


http://tinyurl.com/kylo9bg
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MLMUG December 13, 2014 Meeting Minutes 
By Mark Bazrod, Secretary 

The December MLMUG meeting at the Church of the Good Samaritan in Paoli 
consisted of our traditional swap meet, holiday buffet, the MLMUG Institute 
(short presentations by MLMUG members), and the election of officers. It 
started at 9:00 AM and Tony DiPiano, our then President, opened the formal part 
of the meeting at 10:15 AM. There were 42 attendees. 


Tony introduced Linda McNeil who presented the slate of candidates for 2015. 
The officers unanimously elected for 2015 were:


	 Maria Arguello, President
          
	 Susan Czarnecki, Vice President
          
	  Eliott Cobin, Treasurer
          
	 Mark Bazrod, Secretary
          
	 Jo Cobin, Member-at-Large
          

Maria Arguello introduced the MLMUG Institute speakers. 


Mark Wassmansdorf discussed compact iPhone stands. He uses the Joby 
Grip Tight Mount which holds any smartphone and attaches to any standard 
tripod. It’s available at REI and costs about $20.


The goHorizontal iphone app allows you to rotate a picture to horizontal even if 
the camera is slanted. 


The Lapse It iPhone and iPad app from 
Interactive Universe permits time lapse and stop 
motion video. Free and $2. 


He likes the Doris Day font which looks like 
script from 1940s - 1960s magazines. Also the 
Sprang Ecofont Sans fonts which are script like 
and save ink. The letters touch each other.


Lastly, he showed us Niteize’s QuiKstand, a tiny 
foldable stand to hold iPhones and iPad minis. 
3.4” x 2.0” x 0.2”. Amazing. It fits in your wallet.


John Krause showed us a number of apps and 
devices. He told us that recent studies have indicated that 90% of photos taken 
in the US were taken with an iPhone.

The F.lux app makes the color of your computer's display adapt to the time of 
day; warm at night and like sunlight during the day.


Aptx bluetooth is considered by many to be a better bluetooth codec. It is used 
in many products and is the best way to stream audio to a speaker system.

Launchport. An iPad holder and induction charger.

Askdavetaylor.com. Answers to many questions. Many videos.

HP ElitePad 1000 G2 10.1” Tablet/computer with Windows 8.1. Expansion 
jacket with enclosed battery gives up to 30 hours use time.

Wolverine SNaP 14MP slide & negative scanner. Convert old slides to digital.

Simple.TV. Attach antenna and stream TV shows to mobile devices and TV sets, 
bypassing Comcast and Verizon. $200+ 

VPN Tunnel Bear. Software which allows you to send and receive information 
from the Internet without anyone knowing where you’re located. 

Up to 500 MBs of data per month on the free plan. 


Community Audio in Chestnut Hill. Audio experts. Great products.


Mark Bazrod discussed ways to get a less expensive iPad. There are many 
models which range in price from $129 for a refurbished iPad 1 to $829 for the 
iPad Air 2 with 128 GB of storage and cellular data antenna.


He set forth a decision process, including deciding beforehand how much to 
spend, whether to buy a refurbished iPad, and whether to buy an older 
generation. You can buy refurbished iPads from Apple and Gazelle. Both 
provide a one-year warranty, a new battery and a new case.
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Bob Barton showed us many interesting mobile apps. Highlights of his 
presentation were:

1. Appsgonefree. A daily list of 5 or 6 apps.

2. Speed Test X. Bob’s favorite speed checker for an iDevice. Speed is 
measured in megabits per second.


3. Calendarium. Gives sunset and sunrise times. And other info for the date.

4. AppBundle2. 250 little apps. Looks very interesting.

5. Pottery. A virtual pottery wheel - if you have time.

6. 100 balls. An addictive game.

7. BBC News. International news. Bob likes the layout.

8. Ping. Little sayings - 1 or 2 per day. 

9. Gocomics. For you comic lovers.

10. 500px. Great photos from around the world.

11. Aquarium. A virtual fish tank, reminiscent of old screensavers.

12. Curious. Lots of how tos.

Summary. There are a multitude of apps available for free or a nominal charge. If 
you buy an app, you can use it on other devices using the same Apple iD. Apple 
keeps a record of what you bought.


Maria Arguello gave us tips on Siri and dictation on an iPhone. Maria says the 
challenge is to make Siri a habit. And also dictation! I thoroughly agree. 
Highlights of her presentation were:

1. Make Siri wait until you are finished speaking. Continue to hold down the 
Home button until you are finished speaking and she will very politely wait her 
turn.


2. Launch settings for a specific app. Say “Open 
Safari Settings”.

3. Open an app. Say “Open Safari”.

4. Let Siri search your emails or notes. Say “Find 
email about newsletter graphics”.

5. Look at Youtube and Google for Siri tips.

6. Dictation tips.  Remember that you have to 
dictate punctuation, such as period, exclamation 
point, caps, etc.


The meeting ended around noon.
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The MLMUG Book Library 
By Helge Gunther, Librarian 

One additional benefit of coming to MLMUG’s monthly meetings is the 
opportunity to borrow books from MLMUG library. 

To borrow books, visit my Library Table at the meeting, where you can 
see the actual  items. You borrow them this month and return  them next 
month. All you have to do to borrow a book is to sign and date the index 
card inside the selected book’s back cover and  give the card to me. 
When you return the book, hand it to me. 

There is no particular limit on the number of books you may borrow at 
one time – it is first come, first served. You may even take out a book for 
an additional month provided nobody else has reserved it.


We are somewhat restricted by how many books can be ‘lugged’ in to 
every meeting. Thirty is about the limit. A suggestion: if you come across 
a book that you have found really helpful and which you think might be 
useful  to other members, let us know and we will try and get a copy 
for the library. 

For a listing of the books, go to www.mlmug.org/mlmugsecure/
BookLib.html. 

http://www.mlmug.org/mlmugsecure/BookLib.html
http://www.mlmug.org/mlmugsecure/BookLib.html
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John R. Quain posted the following article to tomsguide.com on April 10, 2014. 
tinyurl.com/ne4g33t. © A Purch Company. He has been reviewing video and 
audio equipment for more than 20 years. He is currently a contributor to The 
New York Times and is an on-air technology contributor for the CBS News 
television network. 

Smart TVs: Everything You Need to Know 
By John R. Quain


Wondering whether all those so-called smart TVs are really that smart? Or 
perhaps you're skeptical about dozens of apps littering the screen when all you 
want to do is watch TV. Not to worry, we've got the answers to the most 
frequently asked questions about smart TVs.


1. What is a smart TV? 

Originally called "connected TVs," these sets were then branded by companies 
such as Samsung and LG as "smart TVs." The term has come to denote any 
television that can be connected to the Internet to access streaming media 
services and that can run entertainment apps, such as on-demand video-rental 
services, Internet music stations or Web browsers.


2. Which companies make smart TVs? 

Virtually every major TV manufacturer makes a smart TV today, with the trend 
toward making every set "smart." Budget sets from Chinese makers such as 
TCL and Hisense offer smart features, including built-in Roku services, while 
high-end models from Samsung have built-in video cameras, microphones, and 
voice and gesture recognition. A partial list of the biggest smart TV makers 

includes Hisense, LG, Panasonic, Philips, Samsung, Sharp, Sony, TCL, Toshiba 
and Vizio.

&nbsp;


3. How do smart TVs connect to the Internet? 

Smart TVs use either a direct, wired Ethernet connection or built-in Wi-Fi to 
connect to a home network for Internet access. Most models today have built-in 
Wi-Fi, but check before you buy.


People with larger homes should also double-check their Wi-Fi coverage. If the 
Wi-Fi router is on the second floor and the smart TV is going to be in the 
basement, the set may not be able to stream video from Netflix or other 
providers without experiencing hiccups. Furthermore, in our testing, most Wi-Fi 
receivers in TVs are not as sensitive as those in set-top boxes, such as Roku. 
(More about set top boxes in a bit.)


If your smart TV isn't getting a strong enough wireless signal, you have a few 
options to remedy the problem, though none of them are foolproof. You could 
try moving your Wi-Fi router to a location closer to the TV, though movement 
may be restricted by where your cable or DSL service comes into the house. If 
the router is more than four years old, a new Wi-Fi router could also do the trick, 
as the latest wireless standards have greater range. If neither of those solutions 
are an option, there are Wi-Fi range extenders available from companies such 
as Netgear, but they require some time and patience to set up and install.


4. How do smart TVs differ from each other? 

There is no standard operating system or interface for smart TVs. Nearly every 
smart TV maker uses different software and a different graphical presentation. 
The manufacturers also offer a different assortment of online services and apps.


For the most part, all smart TVs support popular services, such as Netflix and 
Pandora. However, some sets offer only a handful of apps that rarely change, 
while others deliver several screens of offerings ranging from MLB to Facebook 
to Stitcher. Making it even more confusing, the lower-priced models of some 
manufacturers offer only the most popular apps, while higher-priced sets get a 
complete array of services. Some companies even install different operating 
systems and interfaces on their low-end vs. their high-end sets.


The arrangement of the apps also varies. Some smart TVs use scrolling screens 
of icons to display options; others use tabbed windows or scroll bars along the 
bottom of the screen. Still others use a 3D-style carousel of screens to sort and 
arrange all the available services.
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The moral: Spend a little time at the store flipping through the set's smart 
offerings to make sure you and your family will be comfortable with it. 


5. Will my smart-TV maker regularly update the software with new 
features? 

That depends. For the most part, TV manufacturers are adding and customizing 
apps on their own. Some TV companies are quicker than others at fixing the 
occasional bug or working with developers to improve their apps.


Given that proviso, most major manufacturers perform regular software updates, 
including updates to the set's own internal firmware (often downloaded 
automatically late at night). And if one company adds an additional popular 
service, such as Twitter, the rest generally follow suit.


6. Can a smart TV crash or hang like a PC? 

Definitely, and they do. Smart TVs require computer chips to juggle video 
processing, upscaling, multiple screens and an Internet connection. They also 
use memory to buffer streaming video and music, and need additional 
processing power to deal with graphics. Just as phones have become 
computers, so too have smart TVs.


We've seen particular apps crash or freeze a smart TV. We've witnessed 
upgrades that have caused sets to power off unpredictably, and a raft of other 
glitches. However, simply turning a set off and then on usually resolves these 
issues.


7. Aside from apps, do smart TVs have other benefits? 

Smart TVs do offer other potential advantages. Because these TVs have built-in 
computers and an online connection, manufacturers can add other features. 
Casual games, such as "Angry Birds," are now quite common on smart sets. 
The games are nowhere near as sophisticated or as compelling as those 
available on a PlayStation or Xbox console, but they can be addictive.


Using a built-in camera or optional video camera accessory, some high-end 
smart TVs offer video calling services, such as Skype. With more powerful 
processors, other sets include basic voice recognition for searches and gesture 
recognition for switching between screens.


8. How does a smart TV compare to set-top boxes like Roku, Apple TV, 
Chromecast or Fire TV? 

You do not need a smart TV to get streaming Netflix movies or YouTube videos 
on your screen. Many set-top boxes can stream those services and more to an 
HDTV. The leading models are from Amazon, Apple, Google and Roku.


As an example, the Roku Streaming Stick, just $50, delivers more than 1,000 
channels and apps. That includes nearly every major service, as well as 
hundreds of more-obscure channels, ranging from Kung Fu Theater to Victory 
Westerns. In fact, Roku offers more options than any other set-top box or any 
smart TV on the market. So if you don't need to buy a new TV but want smart-
TV services, a separate, inexpensive streaming media player is the prudent 
choice.


Furthermore, if you want your iTunes collection on the big screen, only the Apple 
TV can deliver that. No smart TVs have an app for iTunes. Chromecast lets you 
stream content from your computer's Web browser, and Amazon's Fire TV 
doubles as a basic gaming console.


9. Is it better to buy a smart TV or get a cheaper TV and a set-top box? 

A smart TV costs around $150 more than a comparable set that lacks smart 
services. However, that price difference is quickly narrowing, and soon most 
sets will have smart services built in.


The price difference can also be deceiving, because connected services are 
often just one aspect of higher-end TVs. Usually, smart TVs also include better 
video processing — in other words, better picture quality — and expanded 
features, such as more HDMI ports on the back. That means you get more for 
your money than just an Internet connection and apps.


10. Can my smart TV get hacked or contract a virus? 

In theory, the answer is clearly yes. So-called white hat hackers have brought 
attention to the issue by demonstrating ways to break into a smart TV 
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connected to the Internet and do things like steal passwords and change 
channels.


At the moment, such hacks are theoretical and have never appeared in the real 
world (well, not yet). Although smart TVs have a variety of interfaces, most run 
some version of Linux underneath — a popular operating system that hackers 
know how to manipulate well.


To be safe, avoid doing anything sensitive on a smart TV such as online banking 
or shopping with a credit card. Smart TVs are simply not as safe as computers.


11. Can a smart TV watch you? 

Yes, it can. Information you share on a Facebook app on a TV or when ordering 
on Amazon or Netflix on the big screen is shared in the same way as when you 
conduct such business on a PC or a smart phone.


In 2012, computer researchers demonstrated ways to break into particular 
smart TVs that had built-in video cameras and microphones to eavesdrop on 
people in their living rooms.


Hackers have broken into connected baby-monitoring cameras in the past. And 
companies can collect private information about you and your viewing habits 
from a smart TV. Late in 2013, for example, LG admitted to receiving information 
about what channels owners were watching even after those users turned on 
the privacy setting. (LG said that was due to a software bug and that it has since 
corrected the problem).


12. Can you surf the Web on a smart TV? 

Some, but not all, smart TVs will let you go online. It requires a special browser 
that's not only compatible with all the HTML standards that websites use, but 
that can also convert and display those sites properly on a big screen.


If you want to be able to surf the Web on your TV, make sure your set has its 
own browser. Also ask if there's a wireless keyboard option.


13. Can a smart TV get local channels? 

Smart TV services and features don't affect a TV's ability to get local stations. If 
you have cable or satellite service, you will continue to receive the same 
stations. If you don't have either of those services, you'll still need some sort of 
Internet connection (DSL or cable) for the smart services and then an HDTV 
antenna to pull in local, over-the-air broadcasts for free.


At least for now, televisions stations have not followed the lead of radio stations, 
which stream their live broadcasts online.


14. Can a smart TV replace cable? 

Much has been made of so-called "cord cutting," which refers to terminating 
cable or satellite TV service in favor of paid online services such as Hulu Plus 
and Netflix. Some networks, such as PBS, also let you watch a limited number 
of shows for free using an app. You can also use your smart TV to take 
advantage of these services and cut the cord — with certain provisos.


For example, there are no a la carte options for subscribing to individual TV 
stations online (yet). So although HBO Go has apps that let subscribers watch 
its shows on different devices wherever they are, customers still have to have a 
cable or satellite subscription to HBO. Other networks make the same 
requirements.


However, the biggest reason to maintain a cable or satellite TV subscription is 
so you can watch live sporting events. (There are some apps, such as 
MLB.com, that stream live sports, but they cost extra and don't include all 
games.) Otherwise, if your household mainly watches movies, news and the 
occasional series, a smart TV could help you cut the cord.


15. Does a smart TV need a cable box or broadband? 

If you want to continue receiving your current lineup of stations and channels 
and make use of the smart TV streaming services, the answer is yes. You still 
need a cable or satellite box to decrypt the stations that TV providers scramble 
to prevent pirating.


For streaming movies from Netflix or Amazon Prime Instant Video onto a smart 
TV, a broadband connection is necessary. In fact, slower DSL speeds can 
stymie video services like Netflix, although they can be sufficient for streaming 
music from the likes of Pandora and Spotify.


16. Does a smart TV have a better picture? 

Not necessarily. Built-in Wi-Fi and a processor for decompressing video do not 
directly affect picture quality. However, since manufacturers initially added smart 
TV features to more-expensive, higher-end (and better-performing) HDTVs, 
shoppers will find that the picture quality on some smart TVs beats that of 
lower-priced models without the smarts.
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Daniel Nations posted the following article to about.com. tinyurl.com/6prqupl.  © 
About.com. He has been writing, programming and following technology since 
back in the Commodore Vic 20 days. 

How To Connect Your iPad To Your TV 
A Guide to Hooking Up Your iPad/iPhone/iPod Touch to Your HDTV


By Daniel Nations 

The iPad is a great device for lounging in bed and watching a movie on Netflix 
or laughing at videos from Funny or Die, but sometimes you want to see them 
on the big screen. So how do you connect your iPad to your TV? Whether you 
have an old television set from the dark ages or the newest HDTV on the 
market, it's rather simple to get your iPad connected to your TV. And these 
methods work with both the iPad and the iPad Mini.


Connecting the iPad to Your TV With Apple TV and AirPlay 

Apple TV is the best way to connect your iPad to your TV. In addition to 
streaming Netflix, YouTube and your iTunes collection, Apple TV supports 
AirPlay, which means you can stream apps like Crackle, a free app with movies 
and TV shows from Sony Pictures Entertainment Company. And even with apps 
that don't directly support AirPlay, you can use Display Mirroring to replicate 
your iPad's display on your TV.


Apple TV is more expensive than some of the other options, but it is also the 
only solution that is wireless. And being wireless will really come in handy for 
games like Real Racing 2, which fully supports AirPlay to deliver a console-like 
experience.  And because it is wireless, your iPad works as a remote for your 
TV.


As a bonus, Apple TV also works great with the iPhone and iPod Touch, 
allowing you to both stream video through AirPlay or just use your entertainment 
system's speakers to play music.


Connect the iPad to your HDTV through HDMI 

Apple's Digital AV Adapter will allow you to connect the iPad to your TV through 
an HDMI cable, which transfers both HD-quality video and sound. The original 
iPad is capable of 720p video with the Digital AV Adapter, while all other iPad 
models support up to 1080p.


Like connecting with Apple TV, hooking up an iPad with the Digital AV Adapter 
supports Display Mirroring, which means you'll see your iPad's display even if 
the individual app doesn't support video output. You can also stream your 
movie collection from you PC to your iPad to your HDTV using home sharing. 
This is a great way to finally switch from DvD and Blu-Ray to digital video 
without losing the ability to see it on your big screen TV.


The Digital AV Adapter is also a great solution for the iPhone 4, iPhone 4S and 
4th Generation iPod Touch.


Remember: When buying accessories, make sure the accessory fits the adapter 
on your iPad.  Newer iPads including the iPad Mini, iPad Mini 2, iPad 3 and iPad 
4 use the Lightning connector, while older iPads use the 30-pin connector.  The 
Digital AV Adapter comes in both varieties.   

Connect the iPad through composite/component cables 

If your television doesn't support HDMI, or if you are simply running low on 
HDMI outputs on your HDTV, you can also opt for connecting the iPad to your 
TV with composite or component cables. The composite adapters break the 
video into red, blue and green, while the component adapters break it convert it 
to the single 'yellow' cable compatible with older television sets.


The component and composite cables will not support the Display Mirroring 
mode on the iPad, so they will only work with apps like Netflix and YouTube that 
support video out. They also fall short of 720p video, so the quality will not be 
as high as the Digital AV Adapter or Apple TV.


Unfortunately, these accessories may not be available for the newer Lightning 
connector, so you may need a Lightning to 30-Pin adapter.
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Connect the iPad with a VGA adapter 


By using Apple's VGA adapter, you can hook your iPad up to a television 
equipped with an VGA input, a computer monitor, a projector and other display 
devices that support VGA. This can be great if you have a space computer 
monitor. And because many newer monitors support multiple display sources, 
you could even switch between using your monitor for your desktop and using it 
for your iPad.


The VGA adapter will also support the Display Mirroring mode. However, it does 
not transfer sound, so you either need to listen through the iPad's built-in 
speakers or through external speakers hooked up through the iPad's 
headphone jack.


If you are planning on watching through you television, the HDMI adapter or the 
component cables are the best solutions. But if you plan on using a computer 
monitor or want to use your iPad for large presentations with a projector, the 
VGA adapter may be the best solution.


My iPad is connected to my TV. What now? 

Once you have your iPad linked up to your TV, you can really start to do some 
cool things. The iPad can be a great way to watch Netflix, Crackle or Hulu Plus 
movies, and if you are using Apple TV to connect the devices, gaming on the big 
screen is very cool. But did you know you can gain access to your entire movie 
collection on your PC? Learn how to set up home sharing to stream movies 
from your PC to your iPad.


Did you know you can watch live TV on your iPad? There are several 
accessories designed to allow you to watch live TV on your iPad, gaining access 
to your cable channels and even your DVR from any room in the house and 
while away from home through your data connect. Find out how to watch TV on 
your iPad.


Looking for more help buying accessories for the iPad? The options for cases, 
keyboards, speakers and other fun accessories can seem daunting. Check out 
the best of the best in our iPad accessories guide. 
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Apple posted the following article to apple.com. support.apple.com/en-us/
HT5449. © Apple Inc. 

Mac Basics: Dictation Lets You Speak Text Instead Of 
Typing 
With Dictation, you can use your voice instead of typing text. No setup or 
special training is required.

Getting started with Dictation 

Use these steps to turn Dictation on or off:


	 1.	 From the Apple menu, choose System Preferences.
        
	 2.	 From the View menu, choose Dictation &  Speech to view Dictation         

preferences.

	 3.	 Click On to enable Dication, or Off to disable it.
        

You can also choose a shortcut key, change your language, and select a 
microphone from Dictation preferences.   If your computer or display doesn't 
have a built-in microphone, you can connect an external microphone to use 
Dictation.


Using Dictation in an app 
You can speak the text you want to enter in a text field, like a TextEdit or Pages 
document.


Use these steps to start dictating:


	 1.	 Click a text field or document window where you want to start typing.
        
	 2.	 Press the fn (Function) key twice, or choose Edit > Start Dictation.
        
	 3.	 Dictate (speak) what you want your Mac to type.
        
	 4.	 When finished, click Done or press the fn key again. Your spoken words         

then appear in the text field.


The input meter indicates how loud your voice is. If it's too quiet, try moving 
closer to your microphone or speaking louder.


	 •	 If the input meter does not fill when you speak, check that your           
microphone and sound input are set up correctly.


	 •	 If the input meter fills more than half of the microphone icon, there might           
be too much background noise, and Dictation might be less accurate.


	 •	 If the input meter barely fills when you speak, try moving closer to the           
microphone or speaking louder.


Your computer listens for up to 30 seconds at a time. If you need to dictate 
longer sentences, enable the option for Enhanced Dictation.


Enhanced Dictation 
With Enhanced Dictation, text appears as you speak. This allows you to dictate 
continuously. Enhanced Dictation automatically stops listening when you switch 
to another window, press the Fn key again, or click Done.


Enhanced Dictation in OS X Mavericks and Yosemite also let you dictate without 
an active Internet connection. To use Dictation when you're offline, enable 
Enhanced Dictation in the Dictation & Speech pane of System Preferences while 
you are still connected to the Internet.


The first time you turn on Enhanced Dictation, your Mac downloads content that 
allows Dictation to work offline. The amount of free disk space required to 
download this content varies depending on the language you're using. After the 
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additional software downloads, you can use Dictation even when an Internet 
connection isn't available.


Dictation requires an Internet connection in Mountain Lion 
If you're using OS X Mountain Lion, you need to be connected to the Internet in 
order to use Dictation.  If your Internet connection is slow, it could cause delays 
between when you speak a word and when the word appears in a text field. If 
you're at a business or school and you have a proxy server on your network, 
Dictation might not be able to connect to the Internet. Have   your network 
administrator refer to "Well known TCP and UDP ports used by Apple software 
products" to learn which network ports Dictation uses.


Dictating commands 
Dictation understands basic text-related commands such as “all caps,” “new 
paragraph,” and “new line.”


When you say “period,” “comma,” “question mark,” or “exclamation point,” 
Dictation adds that punctuation in the current text field. When speaking a 
calendar date (like “January 30, 1983”) you do not have to say "comma". The 
comma is automatically detected and entered for you.


You can also insert emoticons into a text field by saying "smiley face" or "frowny 
face".


For a list of Dictation commands see this article. You can also enable additional 
commands in OS X Yosemite.


Accents, dialects and languages 

The more you use Dictation, the better it understands you. Dictation learns the 
characteristics of your voice and adapts to your accent. For best results, select 
your dialect from the Language menu in the Dictation pane of System 
Preferences. Note that some languages (such as English) have multiple options 
available to choose from.


You can select which language to use for Dictation in the Dictation and Speech 
pane of System Preferences. If you don't see your language listed, you can add 
it. Make sure you are connected to the Internet, then follow these steps to add 
or remove a language for Dictation.


	 1.	 From the Apple menu, choose System Preferences.
        
	 2.	 Click the Dictation & Speech icon.
        
	 3.	 Choose Add Language. from the Language pop-up menu.
        
	 4.	 Select any languages you want to add. Deselect languages you no         

longer want to use.


The software needed for each language you select downloads from Apple. In 
OS X Yosemite, you can recover the disk space used by an installed language 
when you remove it. If you need to use the language again, the software 
downloads the next time you select the language.


Dictation in OS X Mountain Lion and later supports English (U.S., UK, and 
Australia), French, German, Japanese, Mandarin, Cantonese, Spanish, Korean, 
Canadian English, Canadian French, and Italian. Enhanced Dictation supports 
even more languages. To see a complete list, enable Enhanced Dictation and 
select Add Language from the Language menu.


Dictation Commands 
You can also speak to your Mac to make it perform certain actions, like 
selecting text, or moving to the top of a document. Search for Dictation 
Commands in Mac Help for more information about how you can tell your Mac 
what you want it to do.


About Dictation and privacy 
When you use Dictation, you can choose to have either your Mac or Apple’s 
servers perform the speech recognition for you. If you use Mac-based Dictation 
(Enhanced Dictation), your computer will convert what you say into text without 
sending your dictated speech to Apple.


If you use server-based Dictation, the things you dictate will be recorded and 
sent to Apple to convert what you say into text and your computer will also send 
Apple other information, such as your name and nickname; and the names, 
nicknames, and relationship with you (for example, “my dad”) of your address 
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book contacts (collectively, your “User Data”).  All of this data is used to help the 
dictation feature understand you better and recognize what you say. It is not 
linked to other data that Apple may have from your use of other Apple services.


Information collected by Apple is treated in accordance with Apple's Privacy 
Policy, which can be found at www.apple.com/privacy.


You can choose to turn off or change your preferences for Dictation at any time 
by going to the Dictation & Speech pane within System Preferences. If you turn 
off Dictation, or switch from using server-based Dictation to Mac-based 
Dictation (Enhanced Dictation), Apple will delete your User Data, as well as your 
recent voice input data, from Apple’s servers. Older voice input data that has 
been disassociated from you may be retained for a period of time to generally  

improve Dictation and Siri functionality in Apple products and services. This 
voice input data may include audio files and transcripts of what you said and 
related diagnostic data, such as hardware and operating system specifications 
and performance statistics.


You can restrict access to the Dictation feature on your computer in the Parental 
Controls pane of System Preferences.
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Jordan Kahn posted the following article to 9to5mac.com on March 29, 2014. 
tinyurl.com/lgah5zr. He writes about all things Apple for 9to5Mac. He also covers 
Google for 9to5Google.com. 

Dragon Dictate 4.0 For Mac – The Best Speech 
Recognition App Gets Even Better 
By Jordan Kahn 

Using our voice to control computers has never really taken off. For many of us, 
using voice recognition technology wasn’t even a consideration until features 
like dictation and Siri arrived on our iPhones and iPads. There’s good reason 
too: the voice recognition features built into our devices have always had the 
reputation of being half-baked. They simply aren’t accurate and consistent 
enough to replace our tried and trusted mouse and keyboard or touchscreen. 
While half decent dictation features come with every Mac (and are powered by 
Nuance’s technology), the voice recognition features you get with latest version 
of Nuance’s Dragon Dictate for Mac go well beyond simply dictating speech to 
text. 


When people think Nuance and Dragon Dictate they typically think speech to 
text dictation features. After reading a bit of text and walking through a brief 
tutorial (about 10 minutes total), the app is remarkably accurate at 
understanding your voice and dictating speech consistently. If you haven’t tried 
full-blown dictation software like Dragon in recent years like myself, you’ll truly 
be amazed at how precise the program is at dictating error-free text as you 

speak naturally. There’s no need to speak slowly and carefully to make sure 
every word is recognized, and there’s no waiting around for the software to 
catch up to what you’re saying.


So will I be writing my articles for 9to5Mac by simply speaking and having 
Dragon dictate from now on? Nope. Dragon Dictate won’t let you plow through 
a 5000 word piece nearly as quick as you’d type it, mainly because learning the 
commands necessary for formatting and corrections is like learning a new 
language. Basic commands seem easy enough to remember while dictating— 
Caps on, close quote, comma, ‘apostrophe ess’, insert, correct, new line— but 
in practice having to speak commands to properly format a sentence as you 
dictate takes away from the freedom of being able to capture your thoughts as 
you speak freely. I personally found the software much more useful for 
composing short snippets of text that typically don’t require much formatting or 
a deep train of thought that might be interrupted by formatting commands, like 
emails, Tweets, reminders, lists, and brainstorming sessions.


Of course, that process becomes much easier as you memorize and become 
more comfortable with the commands. While for me it won’t be replacing my 
keyboard on a daily basis for writing, that doesn’t mean with a little practice 
dictation in Dragon Dictate 4.0 can’t be a powerful alternative if necessary. 
Dragon Dictate has long been a popular product among those with medical 
conditions like arthritis that limit the ability to type comfortably or at all.


Admittedly your mileage with accuracy might vary depending on your accent (I 
was using the U.S. setting since there is no Canadian accent preference), but 
there are also region settings for the UK, Singapore, New Zealand, Canada and 
India, as well as accent preferences for American, American- Inland Northern, 
American- Southern, American- Teens, Australian, British, Indian, Latino, and 
Southeast Asian.


For me, the real standout feature of Dragon Dictate 4.0 is the ability to 
control applications on your Mac using only your voice. Dragon Dictate 
comes with a number of built-in commands that allow you to control 
functions across apps like Finder, Mail, Messages, Notes and Safari, as 
well as commands for composing email or sharing status updates to 
Facebook and Twitter. [Editor bolding]. It also has a powerful built-in 
command editor that lets you setup your own voice commands for just about 
anything you can think of. Launch, quit, or hide applications, search the web, 
open a file or folder, or create a new reminder using only your voice. I set up 
commands for opening new tabs and navigating to specific tabs in Chrome, 
switching between or launching my commonly used full-screen apps by simply 
saying the app’s name, initiating playback in Logic Pro, as well as opening files 
and folders in Finder. The command editor is easy enough for anyone to setup 
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commands for opening apps, bookmarks, files and folders, menu items, and 
any keystroke either system wide or within an app, but also has the ability to 
use AppleScript, Automator workflow, Shell script, and text macro for more 
complex voice commands. Once you get used to speaking to your Mac and 
asking it to do things, you’ll wonder why you always haven’t been searching the 
web, navigating Gmail, and launching and switching between apps and folders 
with your voice.


What’s new in 4.0:  

For those that have used previous versions of the software, the upgrade to 
Dragon Dictate 4.0 has a lot to offer on top of an overall bump in speed and 
accuracy. It includes the ability to transcribe from various audio formats like 
mp3, air, or wav files, a feature that previously required a separate $149 
purchase of Nuance’s MacSpeech Scribe software. Once you select an audio 
file to be transcribed, Dragon Dictate immediately starts transcribing around 60 
seconds of the file as best it can without any training— the accuracy of the 
initial text will depend a lot on the quality of the recording. After correcting or 
approving the 60 seconds worth of text it transcribes (I usually found a 
correction or two to be made every other line), the software takes a few minutes 
to create a profile for the audio and train itself to accurately transcribe the rest of 
the file. It’s not perfect, the final transcription typically had a number of errors to 
correct unless the audio source was the cleanest, professional voice recording 
imaginable with no background noise. The transcription also comes out as one 
big blob of text with no concern for punctuation or grammar. Don’t expect a 
finished product quality transcription, but since it can transcribe the text in only 
a fraction of the actual length of the audio and pretty accurately, it will certainly 
trim a lot of time off transcriptions of long audio files.


 

The new version also packs in a long list of commands specifically for 
controlling Gmail in Safari and Firefox with your voice, as well as some nice 
enhancements for dictating into Pages.


The biggest issue I ran into with Dragon Dictate 4.0 was background noise 
getting picked up. There are commands to mute the mic, put it to sleep, or have 
it auto sleep, but that doesn’t do much to combat background noise when you 
have the mic on while dictating commands. On a few occasions background 
noise from either my devices, pets or the street would launch apps 
unexpectedly or begin dictating text when I wasn’t speaking. This was mostly an 
issue when using my Macbook’s built in mic and of course wouldn’t be a 
concern in a perfectly quiet room. It’s also partly your Mac’s fault; using a 
standalone vocal mic positioned properly, a headset, or the Dragon Remote app 
that turns your iPhone into a mic for your Mac will minimize these issues.


Is it worth the cost?  

Dictation might not be faster than typing, but that’s not the point. The ability to 
transcribe voice memos and other audio files you’ve recorded on the go 
and control anything on your Mac with your voice would make Dragon 
Dictate an excellent value even without everything else it offers. [Editor 
bolding]. And for those that for some reason can’t type or just don’t want to, 
the dictation features are worth every penny if Apple’s built-in features simply 
aren’t enough.


Dragon Dictate for Mac 4 usually sells for $199.99 but is currently on sale for 
$179. An upgrade from previous versions of Dictate is available for $149.  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David Pogue posted the following article to yahoo.com on March 20, 2014. 
tinyurl.com/lxe9tyz. © Yahoo Inc.. He is one of the world's best-selling how-to 
authors; his Missing Manual series includes over 100 titles.. He is tech columnist 
for Yahoo and was personal-tech columnist for The New York Times for 13 years. 

Hello, Computer: Speak Your Text with Dragon 
Dictate 4.0 for the Mac 
By David Pogue 
Then there’s the built-in recognition software feature on Mac and Windows, 
which it seems like very few people use (or even know about).


And then there’s the pinnacle: the sold-separately software from Nuance, like 
Dragon NaturallySpeaking for the PC, and Dragon Dictate for the Mac. (I was 
astounded to learn that only 5 percent of Nuance’s revenue comes from these 
consumer products; the rest comes from supplying speech-recognition services 
to companies like Apple, for the iPhone’s dictation feature.)


Freakishly accurate 

Dragon NaturallySpeaking, for Windows, 
is almost freakishly fast and accurate. It’s 
so good that in the latest versions, 11 
and 12, you don’t even have to train it. 
(That’s when you read a few minutes’ 
worth of prepared text, so that the 
software can learn how you speak.) You 
open the box and start dictating.


The Mac version, whose 4.0 version just 
came out, is also freakishly fast and 
accurate; I can dictate many pages 
without spotting a single transcription 

mistake.


You can control your Mac, too: opening and closing windows, switching 
programs, operating menus, “pressing keys” by voice, and so on. I love creating 
“voice macros”: You set these up so that you say one thing, and it types 
another. When you answer a lot of repetitive email, voice macros are a godsend.


Unfortunately, the Mac version, Dragon Dictate, is not as mature or as polished 
as the Windows version.


Here’s an example: a feature called Full Text Control. It’ll take some explanation; 
stay with me here.


Suppose you’re typing (that is, speaking) along, and you want to change 
something you said two paragraphs earlier. In programs that offer Full Text 
Control, like Microsoft Word, you can say, “Select ‘four score and seven years 
ago.’ ” The Dragon software instantly highlights that phrase, several paragraphs 
back. That’s Full Text Control: The dictation software can “read” and jump 
around in your document just as easily as you can.


In a program that doesn’t offer Full Text Control, if you say, “Select ‘four score 
and seven years ago,’ ” the speech software visibly walks the insertion point 
back through all the text until it reaches that spot, as though you were pressing 
the left-arrow key over and over. It thinks of your text as a continuous river, and 
the only way it can get back upstream is to swim there.


If you now fix the error and say “Go back,” then the software walks the insertion 
point forward again to the point where you’d stopped. Unfortunately, if you’ve 
clicked elsewhere since you typed, forget it; you’ve interrupted the river, and the 
dictation software no longer has any idea where it is in your document.


In Windows, you get Full Text Control in all kinds of programs: Internet Explorer, 
Firefox, Outlook, Word, Notepad, WordPad, OpenOffice Writer, WordPerfect, 
and Excel.


On the Mac, the list is much shorter: Notepad, TextEdit, Microsoft Word 2011, 
and Pages 4.3. It’s not in any email programs, unless you happen to use Gmail 
on its website. Dragon Dictate 4 includes a plug-in that gives you Full Text 
Control there.


Transcription’s Holy Grail 

There are many other examples where the Windows version offers more, or 
better, features than the Mac version. But here comes a surprise. At least for this 
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moment in marketing time, the Mac version offers a huge new feature that the 
Windows version doesn’t have: It can transcribe the audio recordings of total 
strangers.


In other words, you can feed it an MP3 file of a speech, a college lecture, or 
even an interview, and Dragon Dictate will turn it into typed text.


For a lot of people, that’s the Holy Grail. Every time I review dictation software, 
about 50 people write to ask, “Does that mean it can make transcriptions of 
recorded interviews now?” Until now, the answer has always been no.


This feature, if it works, would be a big, big deal for TV editors and producers. 
College students. Reporters. Or anyone online trying to settle a point about 
what Politician X did or didn’t say.


If it works.


To set it up, you create a new “profile” (voice file), just as you would if you were 
setting up Dictate for use by a different family member.


Then you open the recorded audio file.


Dictate spends about a minute transcribing the first 60 seconds of the 
recording. It’ll be full of mistakes—because, of course, it doesn’t know this new 

speaker’s voice at all. And, of course, you can’t exactly ask the speaker to put 
on a headset and train the software, as you might yourself; it’s way too late for 
that.


So Dictate does something clever: It shows you a phrase at a time of the 60-
second excerpt and asks you to approve its accuracy. (A Play button lets you 
hear the original to help your judgment.)


Once you’ve corrected the 60 seconds, Dictate proceeds to transcribe the rest 
of the recording. In essence, you’ve done the standard training backward: 
Instead of learning to associate a new voice a with canned script of words, the 
software associates new words with an existing voice recording. Very clever.


I tried the recording-transcription feature on recordings of Steve Jobs’ famous 
commencement speech and President Obama’s inauguration speech. The good 
news: The transcription was extremely accurate.


The awful, absurd, heartbreaking news: The transcriptions have no punctuation, 
line breaks, sentence capitalization, or paragraph breaks. It comes out as one 
huge blob of undifferentiated text, like this:


“thank you I’m honored to be with you today for your commencement from one 
of the finest universities in the world truth be told I never graduated from college 
and this is the closest I’ve ever gotten to college graduation today I want to tell 
you three stories from my life that’s it no big deal just three stories the first story 
is about connecting the dots I dropped out of Reed College after the first six 
months but then stayed around as a drop in for another 18 months or so before I 
really quit so why’d I drop out it started before I was born my biological mother 
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was a young unwed graduate student and she decided to put me up for 
adoption” 

That format is useful if you want to search a long interview for a certain phrase. 
And cleaning it up—adding punctuation, capitals, and sentence breaks—is 
probably faster and easier than having to create the transcript yourself. But it’s 
still not quite there.


And if you use this feature to transcribe an interview, only the primary person’s 
voice gets accurately transcribed. The software can learn only one voice per 
recording. So the interviewer’s voice will get some goofy transcriptions. Forget it 
for group discussions.


A few bugs 

I had a bunch of problems getting going with Dictate 4.0. I spent the first day 
dismissing a lot of goofy, and incorrect, error messages (“You have two copies 
running,” for example).


Then I had trouble installing the web browser plug-in. And even once I did that, I 
had to answer a permission request every time I visited any website for the first 
time.


I finally contacted Nuance, which told me that there’s an undocumented way to 
turn that off. Email me if you need the instructions.


There are also all these annoying little limitations. For example, when you dictate 
into Microsoft Word, all the apostrophes and quotation marks appear as the 
ugly straight kind instead of curly, as they should be.


And in a web browser, incredibly, you can’t highlight the address bar by voice, to 
dictate or type a new web address. You have to use the mouse or the keyboard 
for that.


Make no mistake: Dragon Dictate 4.0 for the Mac ($180, with headset) is 
infinitely better than the speech recognition you get on your phone. It’s also 
much better than the built-in speech recognition software on the Mac or 
Windows (which offers no Full Text Control at all, no formatting commands like 
“Bold that,” no computer commands like “Open Photoshop,” and no way to 
create voice macros). If you can’t type, or don’t like to type, on your Mac, then 
Dragon Dictate is a great option.


But at the same time, there are all those bugs. Basically, Dragon Dictate 4.0 for 
the Mac gives you a Ferrari engine—but the chassis has a few loose bolts.


You can email David Pogue here. And you can follow Yahoo Tech on Facebook 
right here.
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Chuck Bittner posted the following article on amazon.com on April 22, 2014. 
tinyurl.com/onb4rpk. © Amazon.com, Inc. He is a quadriplegic can’t stand up 
comedian and videogame player. I thought it would be interesting to see a 
review by an average user who has been using Dragon Dictate. 

Review Dragon Dictate for Mac 4.0 
By Chuck Bittner

This is my review of Dragon Dictate for Mac 4.0 using the software only and this 
review will not be edited (I will put in parentheses the correct text that I meant to 
say). In the second part of this review will focus on how to get the most out of 
Dragon Dictate and voice dictation in general, I recommend following its 
directions as you will get better accuracy using this software.


I have found the Dragon Dictate for Mac 4.0 is very accurate I would say almost 
98% in my opinion. I was upgrading from version 3.0 but like I normally do I 
created a new user/profile just for 4.0. My reasoning is that I don't want any of 
my previous errors be at (it) spelling or dictation faux pas to be passed on to the 
new version. I do this every time I upgrade to the most recent software version. 
This means I do the training all over again which only takes about 25 minutes. 
Plus the Mark Twain story on stage fright is humorous and enjoyable to read. 
This version has four different voice training stories available but you should just 
train them all.


When you start the initial install of this software be warned that it may hang at 
the installing window for a while, I thought my software had frozen. But after five 
minutes or so the install finished rather quickly. Even up to this point I'm very 
impressed with how accurate version 4.0 has been. And I can already tell it's an 
upgrade in my opinion from 3.0. It seems faster to respond to my words.


Now I don't use Dragon Dictate for mouse commands or much other than 
typing walls of text like this. I want to add this because I know some of you are 
looking for or need a completely hands-free solution do to being disabled like 
me. And I'm sure this will work but personally I use a touchpad mouse and just 
use Dragon to dictate where needed.


I also like the tutorial they offer it really helps you understand more of the 
intricacies of this program. Every time I go over the tutorial even with my decade 
plus a voice dictation experience I learn new commands and shortcuts. I 
recommend that you go over it a little bit at least.


For the rest of this review I will use a copy and paste for my Dragon Dictate 3.0 
review because basically it's just a tutorial on how to get the most out of voice 
dictation. But I am really impressed with the speed and accuracy of version 4.0. 

I'm not sure why other reviewers don't find it as accurate as previous versions 
but I totally fine (find) it to be even more accurate than before. Plus I also find it 
to be a lot more responsive. But I would recommend if your previous Dragon 
user and you don't have a really large upgraded dictionary of words inside of 
your old profile start a new one and do the training it's a very accurate.


One last thing if you sign up for the emails from Nuance they offer the newest 
versions of Dragon for $99 every few months. It's a good way to save a few 
dollars if you don't need it right away.


FINAL NOTE: There you go, I think I spotted two errors in the dictation of all of 
that text, not bad Nuance. Plus it is twice as fast in my opinion over version 3.0.


TIPS ON USING VOICE DICTATION 

As a quadriplegic standup comedian (okay I'm the cant stand up comic) I spent 
a lot of time doing voice dictation. I have been using Dragon naturally speaking 
since 1995 and I must say it is truly an amazing product and Dragon Dictate for 
Mac/Dragon NaturallySpeaking are only getting better. I want to give a basic 
overview on voice dictation and being successful.


To see my comedy set just google: AskACapper or I'm The Can't Stand Up 
Comic


One other thing to note I do not use Dragon for mouse movements and 
commands as I had the ability to use a touchpad mouse so I will not delve into 
those features in my review. This will merely focus on how you can use voice 
dictation effectively to receive near 100% accuracy. And how Dragon does it 
almost perfectly every time.


One thing you need to think about when you get into voice dictation is speaking 
in word clumps. You have to think about what you want to have Dragon type for 
you then you have to say those sentences in chunks (I hope that makes sense) 
most people who complain about voice dictation don't take the time to realize 
this.


In the following example I did edit the text when errors were made for continuity 
of thought.


[Example]

if I wanted to say "Is that the wheelchair that goes upstairs?" "No it is not but it 
goes downstairs one time really fast!"
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The way I attacked this sentence was "Is that the wheelchair -pause- that goes 
upstairs question mark -pause- no it is not -pause- but it goes downstairs -
pause- one time really fast exclamation point


I hope that helps you again understanding how to speak in clumps of words 
remember to keep your word count between pauses at about 7 to 10. If you do 
this you will be successful in using voice dictation. If you put a microphone near 
your mouth and learned to speak in word clumps I say you will have 99% 
accuracy every time.


Without speaking a word clumps and thinking about what you want to say is 
when voice dictation has problems,


How to train your Dragon: DO ALL THE TRAINING Is all I have to say! Sorry for 
yelling out better now. But really one thing I found super helpful in doing voice 
dictation is doing all of the training that you can. While you might not feel like 
reading a bunch of chapters from random books it really helps and should be 
done. I make a rule to do all the training the program provides so that it gets 
used my voice.


Now the microphone that comes with Dragon is decent and will get you almost 
99% accuracy. Right now I'm using a tabletop microphone I'm sitting about 6-8 
inches away from the microphone and still getting perfect accuracy! Truly 
amazing how far it's come in 15 years.


What I appreciate also about Dragon is its low resource usage. I mean as I use 
Dragon through the years it would talk a lot of resources i.e. CPU power and 
RAM space but now on even a low-cost computer will be fully capable of 
running this powerful program. I would happily recommend at least 2 GB of 
RAM though.




Alvin Alexander posted the following article to alvinalexander.com on September 
16, 2013. tinyurl.com/pygmhf6. He has a degree in aerospace engineering, 
started and sold a company, moved to Alaska for a few years, and now lives in 
Colorado. He has written two eBooks and one softback book.


Mac Speech Recognition - How I Control My iMac 
With Speech Recognition 
By Alvin Alexander 


Mac speech recognition software: I just had a fun interaction with my iMac that 
went a little like this:


Al is standing in kitchen, peeling an avocado. It's a little quiet, so he says, 
"Computer, play the movie Juno."

The computer says something snarky like "Yes, master" (or in Alaska, "You 
betcha"). In a few moments the movie begins playing.

Al smiles.


The crazy thing is how easy this is with the software available today. I barely 
know what I'm doing, but I got this working pretty fast (see my reference links 
below), so I have to think there are some really sophisticated things going on in 
the labs of major corporations.


Of course at this point you might need to be able to say things like 'Stop', 
'Start', 'Increase volume', 'Decrease volume', etc., and this is where things get 
more complicated. There seem to be at least three major options here.


Option 1 - Leave the speech recognition server on 

Option 1 is to leave your speech recognition server running all the time, but that 
may eat up your CPUs, as the server is always waiting for you to say the next 
thing. You will also have a hard time talking to your computer when any sort of 
noise is playing, including a movie, music, or radio station.


Option 2 - A remote control 

An alternative to this is to have a piece of hardware that you use to turn the 
speech recognition server off and then on again. This is a little cumbersome, 
especially when you're in the middle of peeling an avocado, but this actually 
seems like a major option. This hardware may be a magic ring, a wristwatch, or 
a device like an iPhone, iPod, or iPad that is configured to work with your Mac 
(or Windows) computer.


(Earlier today as I was thinking about this I thought about the need to "Call your 
computer", which should be just like calling a friend, but instantaneous.)


Option 3 - A local speaker 

The other alternative is to have a device local to you that you speak to, in 
essence a "local microphone". In this scenario, you say "Computer, play the 
movie Juno", and this small device that is always local to you passes that 
command on to your computer, and your movie starts. After that, you can 
continue to issue voice commands to your local microphone, which should work 
much, much better than trying to talk to your computer while it's already playing 
Juno.
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Mac voice control and speech recognition 

Well, I'm pretty tired right now, but that's a brief summary of what's been 
rumbling around in my brain today. Before I go, here is a brief list of related 
articles:

	 ◦	 Java speech recognition software
         
	 ◦	 A Mac Java AppleScript example
         
	 ◦	 A multiline Java AppleScript example
         
	 ◦	 My Java Robot examples
         
	 ◦	 Ripping a DVD to a digital movie file makes sense
         
	 ◦	 Mac tip - rip a DVD to a digital movie for iTunes, iPod, iPad, iPod playing
         

"Goodnight, computer."


"You betcha."


Built-in free Mac speech recognition software - Alvin 9/11/13 

If you DO want to control your Mac with voice recognition software, but DON'T 
want speech to text capabilities, you can also check out the Mac speech server 
that comes free with every Mac computer. If you didn't know it came with your 
computer, well, you're not alone, Apple doesn't advertise it at all, which I 
assume is because it's a little dated.


To fire up this built-in Mac speech recognition software, follow these steps:


    Click the Apple menu

    Click System Preferences

    Click the Speech icon (in the System area)

    Click the Speech Recognition tab

    Click the "On" button next to the "Speakable Items" label


When you finish this last step, you'll see the Mac speech server application pop 
up on your desktop. It's a small application icon that looks like this:


At this point, if you look back at the System Preferences 
dialog, you'll probably see that the "Listen only while key 
is pressed" radio button is selected, and the "Listening 
Key" is the [Esc] key. To test your Mac speech 
recognition software, try pressing the [Esc] key and 
saying something simple, like "What day is it?" If/when 
the computer recognizes what you said, it will reply with 
today's date. 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The following article was posted to macworld.com on October 24, 2014. 
tinyurl.com/n6hc8r9. © IDG Consumer & SMB. Ted Landau is a Senior 
Contributor for Macworld. He has appeared many times on MacNotables and 
Tech Night Owl programs, written several Take Control Ebooks, and is one of my 
favorite authors and speakers. 
EDITOR NOTE:  Even if you don't have an install disaster, it’s worth reading 
the article to see what Ted Landau did to locate the problem. 

Solving A Yosemite Post-Install Disaster 
By Ted Landau 
Updating to a major new version of OS X can seem akin to walking through a 
mine field, albeit one with relatively few mines. In most instances, you’ll be fine. 
But you never know when disaster may strike. 


In my case, the OS X Yosemite upgrade went as smooth as silk for my 2012 
MacBook Pro. I’ve been happily running it via beta versions for months. I waited 
until the release version of Yosemite before upgrading my 2009 Mac Pro. I 
expected things to go just as smoothly. Instead, I hit a mine. 


The installation itself was a success. However, as soon as I attempted to use the 
Mac, all hell broke loose. The most serious symptom was that almost every 
action now proceeded at a snail’s pace. Several apps—notably Safari, Tweetbot, 
Outlook, and even the Finder—often became entirely unresponsive. I had to 
repeatedly Force Quit these apps just to maintain a minimum level of response. 


Other symptoms included an inability to use OS X’s screen capture, a failure for 
custom desktop pictures and screensavers to be saved across a restart, and a 
loss of all audio. When I went to System Preferences to troubleshoot these 
symptoms, I quickly wound up with an endless spinning beachball. If I clicked 
the Sound preferences icon, the app immediately crashed. 


What was going on? What could be causing such an odd multitude of serious 
symptoms? Was it the OS X software itself? Or a conflict with some existing 
third-party software? I had 
n o i d e a . B u t I w a s 
determined to find out. 


Spoiler: For those in a 
hurry to know the answer, 
I’ll cut to the chase. The 
perpetrator of al l the 
symptoms was a single 
obscure file (technically, a 
plug-in folder containing 

several files): InstantOn.driver. It's located in Volume/Library Audio/Plug-
Ins/HAL and is optionally installed as part of Rogue Amoeba’s Audio Hijack 
Pro.  

As it turns out, Rogue Amoeba has been aware of the incompatibility for some 
time. They posted a warning against using the Instant On driver soon after the 
developer version of Yosemite was released. Over the summer, they released 
Audio Hijack Pro (and Airfoil) updates that included a new compatible version of 
Instant On. 


I never installed the update because I was unaware that it existed. I was still 
using a version from 2013 (and only had the app on my Mac Pro, which is why I 
didn’t have the same problem with my MacBook). My lack of awareness was 
mainly because I hardly ever use Audio Hijack. The last time I even launched the 
app was sometime in the first quarter of 2014, so I never received any in-app 
notifications. Unfortunately, the Instant On plug-in remains active—and a 
potential source of trouble—even if you do not open its parent program. 


If you are aware of all this, the fix is simple: delete the out-of-date Instant On 
driver and install the new one. Had I known to check the Rogue Amoeba 
website, I would have been led to this solution. But how would I know to check? 
I did try a few Google searches, describing the symptoms, but nothing about 
Instant On ever appeared in the results. 


So, I had to instead use old-fashioned detective work to track down the culprit. 
As the same technique works for solving a variety of similar problems, you may 
find it helpful to know what I did. 


	 •	 I downloaded a fresh copy of Yosemite from the Mac App Store and           
reinstalled the update. Had the cause of the symptoms been a faulty 
install, this could have cured my Mac. It did not.


	 •	 I restarted via a Safe Boot. This disables login items as well as selected           
system software. If the symptoms vanished, it would indicate that one 
of the disabled items was the culprit. The symptoms did not vanish.


	 •	 I logged into a test user account. This would tell me if the problem was           
incompatible software specific to my personal ~/Library folder. The 
symptoms remained.


	 •	 Getting desperate, I installed a clean version of Yosemite onto a spare           
hard drive and booted from it. This checked if the culprit was anything 
on my default drive that was not included as part of the new software. If 
this failed, I was out of routine options. It would indicate some 
hardware-related issue.
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Fortunately, it did not fail. The symptoms disappeared when booted from the 
clean install. This suggested that the problem was third-party software located 
either in the /System/Library or (more likely) the /Library folder on my default 
startup drive. 


But how to find out which one of the hundreds of thousands of files in these 
folders was causing all the havoc? To discover the answer, I turned to tiresome 
trial-and-error. After making sure I had everything backed up, I removed a half 
dozen subfolders from the main /Library folder and restarted. If removing the 
folders had no effect, I would remove an additional group of six folders and 
restart again. I did this until the symptoms vanished. By doing this, I narrowed 
the likely cause to one group of six folders. 


Now I added back three of the suspect six folders and restarted again. Bingo! 
The symptoms returned. I kept going with this process of alternately removing 
files and adding them back, as appropriate, until I determined that 
InstantOn.driver was the guilty item. 


The moral of the story? There are actually two. First, no matter how bad the 
situation looks, don’t despair. There may be a simple and easily fixable cause for 
your Mac troubles. Second, never underestimate the power of a single item, 
even an obscure seemingly innocuous one, to cause a world of trouble. Trust 
me. I have first-hand experience. 


Another Yosemite sound conflict… 

It turns out that Instant On is not the only software with a sound-related conflict 
in OS X Yosemite. Ambrosia’s Snapz Pro X installs an Audio Support kext file in /
System/Library/Extensions. The current version of the file does not work with 
Yosemite. This is apparently one of several incompatibilities between Snapz Pro 
and Yosemite. Ambrosia states: “There is an update planned for the near future, 
but we cannot give you an ETA of the release.” 
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Michael Sheehan posted the following article to hightechdad.com on October 
23, 2014. tinyurl.com/qyc5zv9. © HighTechDad. An avid technologist, blogger 
and social media pundit, he is a Staff Writer for Intel Free Press and a Social 
Media Strategist there as well. 

13 Tips to Optimize Your Mac After Yosemite 
Installation 
By Michael Sheehan 

As most of us know, Apple’s latest operating system Yosemite (10.10), a free 
upgrade from Apple, is now available. And with it come a lot of nice new 
features, visuals and enhancements. But, as with any upgrade, there is always 
the possibility of having issues. While I had been running the Developer Preview 
on my MacBook Air and had not encountered any issues, when I upgraded my 
2010 MacBook Pro, I started noticing that it was slow, laggy and simply not 
performing the way it had under Mavericks (the previous Apple OS). So, I 
decided to do some research and some tests and have come up with 13 Tips to 
Optimize your Mac after Yosemite Installation.


Hopefully you found this article by doing searches like:


    Slow after installing Yosemite

    MBP slow after Yosemite

    Mac crawling after installing Yosemite

    Yosemite slowing my Mac down

    Yosemite running slow after upgrading from Mavericks

    Tips to optimize your Mac after Yosemite upgrade

    (Add your search to the comments!)


Well, I’m here to help (hopefully). After going through and compiling and testing 
some possible fixes, I thought it would make sense to list them all out here. 
While I cannot guarantee that any of them will help you, do know that I did get 
my 2010 MacBook Pro running much better. By the way, I have 8 GBs RAM, a 1 
TB hard drive (that I upgraded myself), and an Intel Core i7 in my configuration.


I haven’t put these in any real type of order, however, I have noted the ones that 
I believe fixed my issues of slow-down and “lagginess” (or that seemed to fix 
other people’s issues). If you have another one to add, please leave a comment!


1) Repair Permissions 
This should be one of the things that you do before installing an upgrade to the 
OS as well as after. It can fix a variety of things. You can do it without restarting 
but you may want to run from the Recovery Partition that is automatically 
created with new installations of the operating system.


2) Check Disk for Errors 
This is another thing you you should do from the Recovery Partition. You can 
Verify your disk/hard drive but you cannot fix any issues.


3) Reset the System Management Controller (SMC) 
I believe that this (in conjunction with a few other things) truly fixed my issue. If 
your fans on your MBP are running all of the time, it’s probably worth doing this. 
Read this Apple Support Article that tells you how to do it on different Macs – 
support.apple.com/kb/ht3964. Basically, here are the steps you can do on a 
MacBook Pro:


    Turn off your Mac

    Plug in your Mac power cord into the wall socket

    Hold down the Left Shift + Option + Control + Power Button, simultaneously, 
for about 10 seconds

    By doing the key presses listed above, your Mac won’t power on but the 
reset will be done

    Release all keys after about 10 seconds and turn on and run your Mac like 
you normally do


4) Reset PRAM 
Similar to resetting the SMC, you should periodically reset your computer’s 
PRAM. Here is the Apple Support Article for Yosemite – support.apple.com/kb/
PH18761. I believe this helped with my issues. Here are the basic steps though:


    Turn off your Mac

    Press the power button
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    Press Command + Option + P + R in combination, all together, before you see 
the initial startup screen

    Press and hold until your Mac restarts

    Release the keys when you hear the familiar startup chime/bong sound that 
your Mac makes when it starts up (you may hear it twice which means that the 
PRAM has been reset)

    Your PRAM reset should be complete


5) Reduce Transparency 
This should really be called “reduce translucency” but some users have 
reported that this helped reduce the slowdown. Just head over to System 
Preferences > Accessibility and click the “reduce transparency” option. 
Anything you can do to reduce the graphics processing is always helpful. I did 
this in conjunction with other items.


6) Disable FileVault 
It seems like FileVault is causing A LOT of slow-down issues. As part of the 
upgrade process, I was asked if I wanted to enable FileVault (which effectively 
encrypts your entire hard drive, making it more secure). I elected NOT to enable 
FileVault. Some users are reporting that the encryption process, as it happens, 
really bogs down the performance. Some also are reporting that the encryption 
hangs. My recommendation is, if your Mac is currently encrypting your hard 
drive, let it finish. Performance should improve after that. However, once the 
process is done, you can then uncheck FileVault encryption (which will also take 
some time to un-encrypt your hard drive) and then the performance should 
improve or even get better. Head over to System Preferences > Security & 
Privacy > FileVault and check your settings and make any changes. 
DEFINITELY CHECK THIS SETTING TO SEE IF IT IS ENABLED OR NOT OR IN 
PROCESS.


7) Reduce Spotlight items 
With Yosemite, Spotlight has become extremely powerful, almost like a “Super 
Search.” There are a bunch of different things that Spotlight can look for, 
probably too many for most people. And remember, the more things that are 
searched for locally, the more time it will take Spotlight to index them (and the 
bigger the index search file will be). Reindexing always takes time initially. So 
head over to System Preferences > Spotlight and be sure to check only the 
things your truly want to appear in your Spotlight searches. You can reorder 
them as well.


8) Free up disk space 
With any platform (Mac or PC) and Operating System, your computer will run 
much more efficiently by ensuring that you have lots of free disk space. There 

are plenty of utilities out there that can help you find the larger or older files. If 
you don’t need them, delete them or move them to an external hard drive.


9) Update your apps 
Sometimes it takes application developers time to optimize their applications for 
the latest operating system. Always be sure to check for Apple Updates/App 
Store Updates for 3rd Party applications as well as application updates. Many 
apps now include updaters within their software so be sure to use those. There 
is also a good 3rd party application called AppFresh that will scan your hard 
drive for applications and tell you if there are updates for your installed 
applications.


10) Install faster or bigger HD 
As I mentioned earlier, having more free hard drive space definitely helps your 
OS. One thing that you can do on some Macs is install a larger and/or faster 
hard drive. You can see my How-To article that I did for my 2010 MacBook Pro 
where I replaced both the hard drive and the battery.


11) Do a clean install 
If all of the stuff above doesn’t work, you can always do a complete clean install. 
This will take a lot of time as you will have to re-install all of your applications 
and migrate your documents. But it does help eliminate any left-over issues that 
you may have from simply upgrading. Some users have had to resort to this.


12) Add more RAM 
New operating systems LOVE having more RAM (memory). If your Mac has the 
ability to have more RAM added (and be sure to check become some Macs 
have the RAM soldered in and can’t be replaced), it’s a great upgrade that you 
can easily do.


13) Roll-back to Mavericks 
Assuming you have regular backups of your computer, you could always try to 
roll back to the previous version of OSX. Personally, I don’t recommend this 
because eventually you will have to upgrade back to Yosemite. But you could 
wait till the next main version comes out and then do the upgrade once all of the 
bugs have been resolved.
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Mark O’Neill posted the following article to makeuseof.com on December 3, 
2014. tinyurl.com/nj6fgnw. © Makeuseof.com He is a frelance journalist and 
English teacher.


5 Useful Tools For The YouTube Enthusiast 
By Mark O’Neill 
If you were asked to name one of the biggest sites on the Internet, which would 
you choose? Google? Facebook? Twitter? How about YouTube? Started in 
2005, YouTube is currently host to 100 hours of new video every minute, and 
100 billion people visit the site every month. That is a truly staggering figure and 
just goes to show how much YouTube has infiltrated our lives. In Internet terms, 
the site is an absolute Godzilla.


This means of course that countless third-party tools and apps have been built 
around the YouTube API over the years. From downloading tools to scripts, and 
from analytics to trends, the enthusiastic YouTube fan seems to have it all. Here 
are 5 tools that caught our attention here at Cool Websites & Apps.


YouTube Trends 

Whether you are just a casual video watcher wanting to see what everyone else 
is watching, or a YouTube channel operator looking to see what the hot trends 
are so you can take part in them, YouTube Trends is the place to go to.


The page is made up of three sections — the map, the blog, and the dashboard.  
The dashboard has a great comparison feature, where you can pick up to three 
countries (each with their own age group) and see at a glance what each 
demographic is watching, and compare what a teenager is watching, to say 
someone in their 60’s. This is valuable SEO information for anyone who makes 
their living from making and publishing videos.


The blog….well, is a blog. That doesn’t need much explanation. It showcases 
trending videos and discusses them. The map shows what different people are 
watching in different locations. The one gripe about the map is that it is confined 
solely to the US. A bit pointless if you are looking for say European stats.


TubeChop 
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The Internet is buzzing right now about the small sneak trailer released by JJ 
Abrams, showing the new Star Wars movie. Die-hard fans are dissecting the 
trailer piece by piece, asking why there is a black stormtrooper, why the 
lightsabre has been redesigned, and where is that geriatric Han Solo? And who 
did shoot first? Han or Greedo?


If you want to send someone the parts of a video that you deem the most 
important, and forget about the rest of the chaff, then TubeChop is a cool tool 
that I have been using for a while. And it works like a charm. Simply load in the 
YouTube URL or a keyword to search for the video. When the video comes up, 
enter your start and end times of the video that you want to keep, write an 
optional description, and then click “chop it”.


You will then see your edited video, and on the right hand side, there is a URL to 
send to whoever you want. There is also an embed code if you want to put the 
edited video on a website.


Tubalr 

These days, YouTube is increasingly being used more and more for music. If you 
enter any song name and / or artist, you will get at least one version popping up. 
The music industry however seems to be playing whack-a-mole with these 
videos. They demand that one gets taken down and another 5 pop up to take its 
place.


If you are sitting at your desk working away, and you want some music playing 
in the background, then you can make a YouTube playlist using Tubalr. You can 
either enter a genre, or you can enter a specific artist’s name. If you go for the 
latter option, you can specify whether you want exactly that artist, or someone 
similar to them. A playlist is then generated, and the first video on the list starts 

playing. As each one finishes, the next one begins. So you can start it and not 
have to worry about searching for something else to play afterwards. Plus, using 
this, there is that surprise factor, not knowing what Tubalr has found.


DVD VideoSoft 

There seems to be a huge industry in YouTube video downloading tools. The 
vast majority of them seem to disappear eventually but there are a few quality 
ones out there, including DVD VideoSoft. In all instances, it works perfectly, and 
it works extremely fast. There are separate desktop apps for downloading 
videos, and for downloading the audio only as an MP3 file. There is a premium 
version of their software (and the nagging from their banners does get on your 
nerves sometimes), but on the whole, their free software is absolutely fantastic.


Just be careful when downloading, as they try to get you to install bloatware. 
Always go for the custom installation, and deselect all the chaff. Unless you like 
custom toolbars and having your browser start page changed.
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AlarmTube 

Finally we come to an app, which can either be used to wake you up, or it can 
be used for prank purposes. AlarmTube is an online app, where you can set a 
time which you would like to be woken at, along with a YouTube video you 
would like played at that time. So instead of “BEEP! BEEP! GET YOUR ASS 
OUT OF BED! BEEP!”, you can instead have the sweet tones of Kylie Minogue 
(OK, I like her. Shoot me), or you can rickroll your wife with Rick Astley, or if your 
husband is a very deep sleeper, how about something like Iron Maiden? Guns & 
Roses? US Marine instructors at boot camp? If YouTube has it, AlarmTube will 
play it at the time you specify.


Just open a browser on a smartphone, load up the page and set the alarm. 
Then wait for the person in bed to get the shock of their life. But hey, they’re up, 
right?


At Cool Websites and Apps, YouTube tools will just be one of many categories 
that we will be looking at. Which YouTube tools and apps should we be looking 
at for our next roundup?


Don Mayer posted the following articles to the Kibbles & Bytes Newsletters #910 
and #906 on December 12, 2014 and November 7, 2014. tinyurl.com/k9redh2 
and tinyurl.com/q3mhk86. © Small Dog Electronics, Inc. He is the CEO of Small 
Dog Electronics. 

Choosing the Right AirPort 
By Don Mayer 
There is not much choice in the flying type of airport either here in Key West or 
in Vermont. When it comes to equipping your home or office with a wireless 
network, Apple offers three different options for Apple AiPort base stations: the 
Apple AirPort Express, Apple AirPort Extreme and the Apple AirPort Time 
Capsule. With an AirPort base station you can easily create a Wi-Fi network with 
a Mac or an iOS device in just a few steps. You can also use the AirPort base 
station to share a printer or hard drive, stream iTunes to your stereo and back-
up your Mac.


Let’s take a look at each of Apple’s offerings:


AirPort Express


The compact AirPort Express utilizes the 802.11n Wi-Fi standard and supports 
AirPlay. It is great for an apartment or smaller space, it allows you to use AirPlay 
to wirelessly stream music to your stereo or compatible speakers and has a 
USB port so that you can print wirelessly. It also has an audio output port (AKA 
headphone jack) to support wireless music streaming. It has an Ethernet input 
and one Ethernet output so it can be easily connected to your DSL or Cable 
modem and to your Ethernet network if you have that, too. The Express has an 
internal power supply, so no wall wart!


AirPort Extreme


The Apple AirPort Extreme is more powerful, features 802.11ac Wi-Fi and offers 
increased performance and extended range. This is the unit for you if you have a 
larger home, a small business or in the classroom. Its taller shape increases the 
range due to better antenna performance and it features a USB port to enable 
wireless printing or to connect a hard drive. It features three Ethernet LAN ports 
in addition to the single Ethernet WAN port. The AirPort Extreme’s power supply 
is also built-in.


Airport Time Capsule


The Airport Time Capsule looks identical to the AirPort Extreme and has the 
same ports and wireless specifications. It adds either a 2TB or 3TB internal hard 
drive for Time Machine backups.
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All of these Apple AirPort base stations are very easy to set-up. You plug it in, 
turn it on and connect it to your cable or DSL modem via the Ethernet WAN 
port. Your Mac or iOS device will recognize the AirPort, select the new AirPort 
base station and the built-in setup assistant provides step-by-step instructions 
and suggests the best network configuration. You select “Create a new 
network” create a password and you are surfing.


Deciding which Apple AirPort base station is right for you depends on where 
you are using it, i.e. the range you need and whether you need the maximum 
speed. The latest Apple Macs all support 802.11ac and that may push you 
towards the Extreme or Time Capsule.


It is somewhat of an undocumented feature that you can, in fact, attach a USB 
drive to an AirPort Extreme and use that combination with Time Machine for 
backups. It does take a little bit more configuration time but I can say from 
personal experience that it works flawlessly. While there is an advantage to 
having the all-in-one Time Capsule it can also be an advantage having separate 
devices so that IF one fails, the other is still functional.


AirDrop and MailDrop Make Sharing Easy 
By Don Mayer 
With AirDrop you can share photos, 
websites, your location and more with 
people that are nearby with an Apple 
device. In order to use AirDrop both people 
will need to have an iOS device running 
iOS 7 or later or a Mac running Yosemite. 
iOS devices that work with AirDrop are 
iPhone 5 or later, iPad (4th generation or 
later), iPad mini or iPod touch (5th 
generation or later).


For AirDrop to work you need to have both WiFi and Bluetooth active and I 
would recommend that you sign into your iCloud account to share with your 
contacts. On the iOS devices, turning on AirDrop is simple: Just swipe up from 
the bottom of the screen to get to your Control Center and tap AirDrop. You will 
have three choices: Off, Contacts only (only people in your Contacts will see 
you) or Everyone (where all nearby iOS devices using AirDrop can see you). 
From there using AirDrop is simply a matter of choosing the content you wish to 
share (photo, video, contact etc.) and choose the Share icon and you will see 

nearby users available to AirDrop the content to. Your selected user will receive 
an alert and can accept or decline the content.


On your Mac it is a little different. AirDrop is available from the Finder, the Share 
menu, and in Open and Save windows. When you choose AirDrop in Yosemite 
your Mac will look for any nearby devices that are AirDrop ready. This includes 
other Macs or iOS devices. In the Finder, if you select AirDrop from the Favorites 
list on the left side of the Finder window, you will see any nearby AirDrop ready 
devices or Macs. To transfer a file you simply drag that file over the icon of the 
recipient and they will be notified of the file transfer. From other apps you can 
use the Share button and simply select the recipient from the Share sheet that 
appears.


Here are a few tips to keep in mind…First of all, you have to be close. AirDrop is 
designed to work with nearby devices and 30 feet seems to be the limit but I 
have noticed that it is best if you are about 10 feet or less apart. Make sure WiFi 
and Bluetooth are on and if you are using the software firewall you won’t be able 
to receive files if “block all incoming connections” is checked.


Mail Drop makes even the largest attachments small enough to email. When 
you are signed into iCloud, you can use Mail Drop with Apple’s Mail client in 
Yosemite to send large files like videos, Keynote presentations or even a folder 
of pictures without having to worry that you will clog your server, get bounced 
mail or simply be rejected by server limitations on file size. You simply drag your 
attachments, up to 5GB in total size, into your mail message and Mail Drop will 
take care of it by actually just sending a link. If your recipient is running Apple 
Mail in Yosemite they will get the attachment seamlessly just as if it were 
embedded in the message. If your recipient is using another mail client or 
webmail, they will receive a link to download the attachment. It works similar to 
Dropbox but is more secure and easier to use.


AirDrop and Mail Drop are great new features that you might want to play 
around with – it makes sharing so much easier!
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George J. Harris posted the following article to tcgeeks.com on October 6, 
2014. tinyurl.com/kk5f73w. © BixBux Media. He is a 32-year-old contract 
programmer and world traveler. 

Using iMessage A Step-By-Step Guide 
By George J Harris 
For this tutorial we will take you through the use of ‘Message – is one of the best 
features of iOS 8 enabling instant group chatting, picture and file sharing and 
more. It will change the way you communicate and makes it even easier to stay 
in touch with people so understanding how to get the most from this feature is 
essential. You can text from the iPad and here’s how…


STEP 1

The first thing you’ll need to do is make sure [Message is turned on. To do this 
tap the settings icon on your [Phone’s homescreen.


STEP 2

Select iMessage from the list that appears. You may have to scroll down to find 
it.


STEP 3


On the iMessage settings screen you’ll see an on/off switch. Slide it to the on 
position to enable iMessages.


STEP 4

Wait a few moments as iMessage initialises. A message should appear to let 
you know its in the process of activating.


STEP 5

After activating iMessage you’ll notice various configuration options have 
become available which enable you to adjust the settings to your liking.


STEP 6

Read Receipts are notifications sent out by your device to your contacts to let 
them know when you’ve read messages they’ve sent to you in Message. You 
may not want people to know immediately that you’ve read their message but 
thankfully Apple have included the option to turn these notifications off. Turn off 
Read Receipts if you don’t want people to know that you’ve read their 
messages. They will still be notified when the message is delivered however.


STEP 7

If you’re happy for people to receive Read Receipts when you read their 
messages, turn the option on. Just remember that people will know immediately 
when you’ve read their message so remember to reply or they’ll think you’re 
ignoring them!


STEP 8

Send As SMS enables you to send messages via iMessage without the need for 
an active WiFi or 3G connection iMessage needs a WiFi or 3G connection to 
work but if none is available, switching Send As SMS on enables iMessage to 
send messages via your phone service provider as text messages.


STEP 9

Received At is where you set up the devices and accounts through which you 
want to receive your iMessages. When using an 1Phone your phone number will 
automatically be set as your Receive At address. There are more options and 
the ability add email address for people with multiple devices all running 
iMessages. For example you might want to sync your [Phone, iPod touch and 
iPad, all with iMessage running on them.


STEP 10

To add an email address you’ll need an Apple ID. When you attempt to add a 
new email address you’ll be prompted to enterthis then the email address you 
want to add. Once verified the address will become active.
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STEP 11

Caller ID enables you to choose which of your selected addresses you want 
your messages to be sent from. In other words, whichever device or address 
you’re actually using, the one that appears to the person your messaging will be 
the one that you select here. This also ensures that all your communications are 
synced across all your devices.


STEP 12

When all settings are configured to your satisfaction you’re ready to get 
messaging. Return to the home screen by tapping the home button.


STEP 13

Tap the iMessage icon to get started.


STEP 14

To Start an iMessage conversation tap the pencil and paper button at the top 
right of the screen. This brings up the New Message screen.


STEP 15

In the To field you need to type the number or email address of the person you 
want to message. If the number or address isn’t registered for iMessage the 
contact will turn green which tells that the message will be sent as a text 
message. iMessages can only be sent to other 10S 5 devices.


STEP 16

When you enter a contact who’s using iMessage the send button will change to 
blue which lets you know your message is being sent via iMessage.


STEP 17

Type in your message and when you’re done, tap Send.


STEP 18

The delivery status icon lets you know when your message has been sent. If the 
recipient of the message has Read Receipts turned on then this will change to 
Read once they’ve looked at the message.


STEP 19

You can see when the other person is typing as three dots in a speech bubble 
appear in the bottom left of the message field.


STEP 20

You can add photos to your messages by tapping the camera icon to the left of 
the message text field.


STEP 21

You can add multiple recipients. When group messaging, the name of the 
sender appears above each message so you can easily keep track of who said 
what.


STEP 22

If you receive messages through iMessage when you’re not in iMessage itself 
they’ll appear as standard iOS 8 notifications. Just tap on the message 
notification to go straight to the conversation screen and reply.


Alex Pachikov posted the following article to evernote.com on November 12, 
2008. tinyurl.com/ojtvffy © Evernote Corp. He oversees all strategic 
partnerships for Evernote and a graduate of The Wharton School.


How To: Scan to Evernote (on a Mac) 
By Alex Pachikov 

I am constantly trying to keep my desk clear of miscellaneous scraps of paper. 
Anything ranging from receipts to business cards to post-its that manage to 
accumulate in piles around my keyboard or in the pockets of my jacket and 
backpack. As these piles grow larger, more unmanageable, and completely 
unsearchable, I decided to find an effective way to dump everything into 
Evernote.


On my desk, behind a pile of notes, sits a scanner. After a bit of fiddling, I think I 
found a pretty nice way to scan directly into Evernote that will work for a 
majority of scanners. I am currently using a Mac, but there are similar methods 
that could be used on Windows as well.


The setup is quite simple:
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    Start ‘Image Capture’ – it is a free application that comes with OS X (/
Applications/Image Capture)

    If your scanner is supported (and turned on) you will see a window similar to 
the one in the screenshot below

    Select the area you want to scan by dragging a rectangle around the preview 
of the scan

    Set the quality of the scan to either B/W or Color Photo (depending on what 
you are scanning)

    Give your scan a title

    Choose PNG, JPEG as the format. If you would rather scan to PDF, keep in 
mind that images in PDFs will not be recognized by our image recognition

    Select ‘Evernote’ as the Automatic Task – this is the key step in this process

    And click ‘Scan’ – that’s all


For the subsequent scans, all you have to do is adjust the selected area and 
enter a different title. All the other settings will be remembered as defaults.


Now, everything you scan will go directly to Evernote with the title you assign. 
And, all your notes will be searchable thanks to Evernote’s image recognition.


I hope this process helps others clear their desks.




Tom Nelson posted the following articles to about.com in 2014. tinyurl.com/
yj5ffz4 and tinyurl.com/m3sanuz © About.com. He is a consultant and writer 
providing Macintosh training, advice, and support. He has written hundreds of 
articles, tutorials, and product reviews. He made the switch to Macs in 1985.


Back Up Your Startup Disk Using Disk Utility 
By Tom Nelson 

You have probably heard the admonition to back up your startup disk before 
performing any system updates. That's an excellent idea, and something that I 
recommend often, but you may wonder just how to go about it.


The answer is: Any way you want, as long as you get it done. This guide will 
show you one of the many methods available for backing up a startup disk.


I'll use OS X's Disk Utility to perform the backup. It has two features that make it 
a good candidate for backing up a startup disk. First, it can produce a backup 
that is bootable, so you can use it as a startup disk in an emergency. And 
second, it's free. You already have it, because it's included with OS X.


What You Will Need 
Disk Utility, part of OS X and available at /Applications/Utilities/.

An internal or external hard drive that's large enough to store the data on 
your current startup disk.

A drive that doesn't contain any data you wish to keep. The method we will 
use will erase the destination drive during the backup process.

Half an hour to two or more hours, depending on the size of the data you're 
backing up.
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The destination hard drive can be an internal or external drive. If it's an external 
drive, there are two considerations that will determine whether the backup you 
create will be usable as an emergency startup drive.


FireWire external drives can be used as startup disks on both PowerPC-
based Macs and Intel-based Macs.

USB external drives can be used as startup disks on Intel-based Macs, but 
not on PPC-based Macs.

Thunderbolt external storage works fine as a startup drive for any Mac that 
includes a Thunderbolt port.


Even if your backup drive isn't usable as a startup disk, you can still use it to 
restore your original startup drive if needed; it will just require a few extra steps 
to restore the data.


Verify the Destination Drive With Disk Utility 
Before you back up your startup disk, make sure the destination disk has no 
errors that could prevent a reliable backup from being made.


Verify the Destination Drive 
Launch Disk Utility, located at /Applications/Utilities/.

Select the destination drive from the device list in Disk Utility.

Select the 'First Aid' tab in Disk Utility.

Click the 'Verify Disk' button.


The disk verification process will begin. After a few minutes, the following 
message should appear: “The volume {volume name} appears to be OK.” If you 
see this message, you can go on to the next step.


Verification Errors 
If Disk Utility lists any errors, you will need to repair the disk before 
proceeding.

Select the destination drive from the device list in Disk Utility.

Select the 'First Aid' tab in Disk Utility.

Click the 'Repair Disk' button.


The disk repair process will begin. After a few minutes, the following message 
should appear: “The volume {volume name} has been repaired.” If you see this 
message, you can go on to the next step.


If there are errors listed after the repair has finished, repeat the steps listed 
above under Verification Errors. Disk Utility can sometimes only repair a few 
types of errors in a single pass, so it may take multiple passes before you get 

the all clear message, letting you know that repairs are complete, with no 
remaining errors.


Now that we know the destination drive is in good shape, let's make sure that 
the source drive, your startup disk, has no disk permission problems. 
Permission problems can prevent necessary files from being copied, or 
propagate bad file permissions to the backup, so this is a good time to perform 
this routine maintenance chore.


Repair Disk Permissions 
Select the startup disk from the device list in Disk Utility.

Select the 'First Aid' tab in Disk Utility.

Click the 'Repair Disk Permissions' button.


The permissions repair process will begin. The process can take a few minutes, 
so be patient. When it's finished, you'll see a "Permissions repair complete" 
message.


With the destination disk ready, and your startup disk's permissions verified, it's 
time to perform the actual backup and create a replica of your startup disk.


Perform the Backup 
1. Select the startup disk from the device list in Disk Utility.

2. Select the 'Restore' tab.

3. Click and drag the startup disk to the ‘Source’ field.

4. Click and drag the destination disk to the ‘Destination' field.

5. Select ‘Erase Destination.'

6. Click the ‘Restore’ button.


During the process of creating the backup, the destination disk will be un-
mounted from the desktop, and then remounted. The destination disk will have 
the same name as the startup disk, because Disk Utility created an exact copy 
of the source disk, down to its name. Once the backup process is complete, 
you can rename the destination disk.


You now have an exact replica of your startup disk. If you intended to create a 
bootable replica, this is a good time to ensure that it will function as a startup 
disk.


Check the Replica for Startup Capability 
In order to confirm that your backup will actually work as a startup disk, you'll 
need to restart your Mac and verify that it can boot from the backup. The 
easiest way to do this is to use the Mac's Boot Manager to select the backup as 
the startup disk. We will use Boot Manager, which runs optionally during the 
startup process, instead of the Startup Disk option in System Preferences, 
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because the choice you make using Boot Manager only applies to that 
particular startup. The next time you start or restart your Mac, it will use your 
default startup disk.


Use Boot Manager 
1. Close all applications, including Disk Utility.

2. Select 'Restart' from the Apple menu.

3. Wait for your screen to go black.

4. Hold down the option key until you see a gray screen with icons of 

bootable hard drives. This can take a little time, so be patient.

5. Click the icon for the backup you just made. Your Mac should now boot 

from the backup copy of the startup disk.


Once the desktop appears, you know that your backup is usable as a startup 
disk. You can restart your computer to return to your original startup disk.


If the new backup isn't bootable, your Mac will stall during the startup process, 
then after a delay, automatically restart using your original startup disk. Your 
backup may not be bootable because of the type of connection (FireWire or 
USB) an external drive uses; see the first page of this guide for more 
information.


Understanding Compressed Memory in OS X 
OS X Mavericks Brings Memory Compression to the Mac


By Tom Nelson 

Apple even provided a pretty nifty tool, the Activity Monitor, that among other things, 
could monitor how a Mac's RAM was being used. 

With the release of OS X Mavericks, Apple changed how memory is managed 
on a Mac. In older versions of OS X, memory usage was built around a pretty 
standard memory management system. Apps requested an allocation of RAM, 
the system fulfilled the request, and the apps gave back the RAM when they no 
longer needed it.


The OS took care of most of the dirty work of keeping track of how much RAM 
was available and who was using it. The OS also figured out what to do if the 
amount of RAM needed wasn't available. That last part was the most important 
because there could be adverse effects on a Mac's performance as the system 
tried to make use of virtual RAM (swap space on an SSD or hard drive).


Apple even provided a pretty nifty tool, the Activity Monitor, that among other 
things, could monitor how a Mac's RAM was being used. While the Activity 
Monitor is still available, its memory monitoring capabilities have undergone a 
dramatic change, one that mimics the way a Mac is now able to better make 
use of RAM through the use of compressed memory.


Compressed Memory 
Compressed memory isn't something new or exclusive to Apple. Computing 
systems have been using various forms of memory compression for a long time. 
If you used Macs back in the mid 80s and early 90s, you may remember 
products such as RAM Doubler from Connectix, which compressed data stored 
in RAM, effectively increasing the amount of free RAM available to the Mac. I 
remember seeing the RAM Doubler icon appear as my Mac Plus started up. 
Believe me, the Mac Plus, which only had 4 MB of RAM, needed all the help 
that RAM Doubler could give it.


Compressed memory utilities fell out of favor as computer makers and OS 
developers created better memory management systems. At the same time, 
memory prices were declining. The other factor that made memory compression 
systems lose their popularity was the performance issue. Memory compression 
algorithms took a hefty chunk of processing power. That meant that while they 
let you get more done with less physical RAM, they tended to bog down your 
computer when they needed to compress or decompress memory.


Memory compression is making a comeback, primarily because of the advent of 
inexpensive multiple core processors. When the routines used for memory 
compression can be offloaded to one of many processor cores, you're not likely 
to notice any performance hit when memory needs to be compressed or 
decompressed. It simply becomes a background task.
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How Compressed Memory Works on a Mac 
Memory compression on the Mac is designed to increase OS and app 
performance by allowing better management of RAM resources, and to prevent 
or greatly reduce the use of virtual memory, which is the paging of data to and 
from a Mac's drive.


With OS X Mavericks (or later), the OS looks for inactive memory, which is 
memory that isn't currently in active use but still holds data that will be used by 
an app. This inactive memory compresses the data it's holding, so the data 
takes up less memory. Inactive memory can be apps that are in the background 
and not being used. An example would be a word processor that is open but 
inactive, because you're taking a break and reading about compressed memory 
(by the way, thanks for stopping by and reading this article). While you're busy 
browsing the web, the OS is compressing the word processor's memory, freeing 
up RAM for use by other apps, such as the Flash player you're using to watch a 
movie on the web.


The compression process isn't active all the time. Instead, the OS checks to see 
how much free space is available in RAM. If there's a significant amount of free 
memory, no compression is performed, even if there's a lot of inactive memory.


As free memory is used up, the OS starts looking for inactive memory to 
compress. Compression starts with the oldest used data stored in memory, and 
works its way forward to ensure that there is adequate free memory available. 
When the data in a compressed area of RAM is needed, the OS decompresses 
the data on the fly and makes it available to the app requesting it. Because the 
compression and decompression routines are run concurrently on one of the 
processor cores, you're unlikely to experience any performance loss while the 
compression/decompression occurs.


Of course, there are limits to what compression can achieve. At some point, if 
you continue to launch apps or use memory-intensive apps that gobble up 
RAM, your Mac won't have enough free space. Just as in the past, the OS will 
begin to swap inactive RAM data to your Mac's drive. But with memory 
compression, this is likely to be a very rare occurrence for most users.


Even if the OS ends up having to swap memory out to your drive, OS X's 
memory management system takes advantage of the compressed inactive 
memory by writing the compressed data to full-length drive segments, to 
increase performance and reduce wear on SSDs.


Activity Monitor and Memory Compression 

You can monitor how much memory is being compressed by using the Memory 
tab in Activity Monitor. The amount of compressed memory displays in the 
Memory Pressure graph, which indicates how actively the OS is involved in 
compressing RAM data. The graph will turn from green (little pressure) to yellow 
(significant pressure), and finally to red, when there isn't enough RAM space and 
memory has to be swapped out to the drive.


So, if you've noticed that your Mac seems to have a bit more bounce in its 
performance since you installed Mavericks, it may well be because of the 
advances in memory management and the return of memory compression.
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Daniel Nations posted the following article to about.com in 2014. tinyurl.com/
pv87scn. © About.com. He has been writing, programming and following 
technology since back in the Commodore Vic 20 days. 

The iPad Air 2 Vs The iPhone 6 Plus 
By Daniel Nations 

It was inevitable the iPhone 6 Plus's larger display would draw comparisons 
with the iPad. Even before it was released, some wondered if the 6 Plus would 
signal the end for the iPad Mini. After all, who needs a 7.9-inch display in a 
tablet when you have a 5.5-inch display in your pocket? But what may be more 
surprising is the idea that the iPhone 6 Plus eliminates the need for any sized 
iPad. I've even read some in the media proclaim the iPhone 6 Plus being able to 
do "everything" better than the iPad, a statement of creative license with a high 
dose of exaggeration.

ard


In fact, just the opposite may be true.


Performance 

In every other generation, the iPad received the same basic processor as the 
iPhone. Sometimes, the iPad's version was clocked slightly faster, but they were 
close enough in performance that there wouldn't be a clear winner in this 
category.


But the days when the iPad takes its cue from the iPhone are officially over. 
While the iPhone 6 Plus received a Dual-Core 1.4 Ghz Apple A8 chip, which may 
make it the fastest smartphone on the planet, the iPad Air 2 received a Tri-Core 

1.5 Ghz Apple A8X. In straight-line speed using only one core, the iPad Air 2 is 
about 12% faster, which gives it a slight edge, but when you look at multi-core 
speed tested by Geekbench, the iPad Air 2 is 56% faster than the A8 chipset 
powering the iPhone 6 Plus.


And it is not just about processing speed. The iPad Air 2 also includes 2 GB of 
LPDDR3 RAM, which is the memory used to hold apps while they are running. 
This is up from the 1 GB of RAM included with the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus. 
This is means the iPad Air 2 can hold more apps in the background without 
slowing down. It will also give the iPad Air 2 better performance when making 
use of extensibility, which is an iOS 8 feature allowing one app to run a piece of 
code from within another app.


It's clear Apple has decided to differentiate the iPad from the iPhone, and in 
doing so, they are targeting productivity and the ability to multitask. This goes 
alongside rumors of Apple testing the ability to run apps side-by-side on the 
iPad, a feature that has yet to make its way to the iPad.


Great Tips Every iPad Owner Should Know 


Display 

It's easy enough to tell the difference in size. But what about quality? iPhone 6 
Plus has a 1920x1080 resolution running on a 5.5-inch display. This gives is a 
whopping 401 pixels-per-inch (PPI). By way of comparison, the first iPhone with 
a "Retina Display" had 326 PPI.


Of course, pixels-per-inch is only one part of the equation. This statistic is 
combined with the average viewing distance, with 10 inches being deemed the 
average distance for smartphones and 15 inches deemed the average distance 
for tablets. This is why the 2048x1536 resolution of the 9.7-inch display on the 
iPad can be called a Retina Display despite having a lower PPI of 264.


At these resolutions, most people won't be able to tell the difference. But for 
screen quality alone, the iPhone 6 Plus has the edge. Where the iPad Air 2 takes 
some of that edge off is with the anti-reflective coating on the screen. This 
makes the iPad's display much easier to see when out in the sun, which is great 
if you like to read while lounging out on the patio.


Where the iPhone 6 Plus Shines... 

Phone calls. Obviously. While the iPad Air 2 can make FaceTime calls, it's not a 
phone. Even taking into consideration that the Air 2 can technically make phone 
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calls, the iPhone 6 Plus would take the crown by virtue of being able to hold it 
up to your ear.


Mobility. While the iPhone 6 Plus may not "easily" fit into your pocket, 
depending (of course) on the size of your pockets, it still fits in most pockets. 
Bendgate aside, the fact that you can easily carry it with you wherever you go is 
a huge bonus.


One handed use. This is a big one as well. Even with it's bigger size, the iPhone 
6 Plus isn't hard to use with one hand. The only way you are getting one handed 
use out of the iPad is if you set it down on the table.


Keyboard. One of the first things that stood out to me as an iPhone 6 Plus 
owner was the keyboard. It looks like your standard iPhone on-screen keyboard 
in portrait mode, but flip it into landscape mode, and presto, cursor keys appear. 
You also get a period, comma, exclamation mark, question mark and copy-and-
paste keys, but I really liked the cursor keys. Sometimes, using your finger to 
move the cursor isn't quite as easy as it sounds. I'd definitely love to see a 
version of this keyboard hit the iPad.


Phone calls and mobility. Separately, these two are powerful considerations, but 
it is their combination that makes the iPhone 6 Plus vs iPad Air 2 debate an 
actual discussion, even if it shouldn't really be one. There is no doubt the iPad 
Air 2 does a lot of things better than the iPhone 6 Plus. But you don't have to 
bring your iPad everywhere you go, and while there's no federal law requiring 
you to have a smartphone on your person, most of us bring it along wherever 
we go for the convenience. So, if you already have your iPhone 6 Plus, do you 
really need to bring along your iPad Air 2...?


Where the iPad Air 2 Shines... 

Almost everywhere else. The iPhone 6 Plus may do a lot of things well enough 
that you don't mind leaving your iPad at home on some occasions, but let's not 
kid ourselves. The iPad Air 2 is a beast, and the bigger display size is a major 
benefit when it comes to most tasks.


Web browsing, for example. Web pages look great on an iPhone 6 Plus, but 
there are still times when you need to either squint to see the text, flip it into 
landscape mode for bigger text or pinch-to-zoom. And while you can 
manipulate most web pages just fine, sometimes a link or button is small 
enough that you need to zoom in to properly activate it. Web browsing? 
Definitely not bad on an iPhone 6 Plus, but definitely not as good on a 9.7-inch 
display.


And the same goes for most apps and tasks. Mail? Not bad on the iPhone 6 
Plus. Some have even praised the split-columns in landscape mode, though 
personally, I'd prefer having the message take up the whole screen. Why? 
Because bigger text and more text on the screen is much better when reading 
an email message longer than a couple of sentences, which is why Mail is easier 
on an iPad. Facebook? Again, quite usable on the iPhone 6 Plus, but better on 
the iPad where those pictures can really stand out. Video? Looks great on that 
iPhone 6 Plus screen, but who doesn't want a bigger display for video? There's 
a reason we replace our 42-inch TVs with 50-inch TVs.


I could go on and on with apps, but mostly, the list would be quite repetitive. A 
bigger display not only make it easier to see what is on the screen, it makes it 
easier to manipulate what is on the screen. If the iPad Air 2 had a 24-inch 
display perhaps the greater screen real estate would be offset by having a huge 
device in my lap, but the iPad Air 2 feels almost like you are holding a piece of 
paper. A thick piece of paper, perhaps. Maybe a notepad with most of the pages 
already torn out. Certainly, it is more a joy than a burden to hold.


The same goes for games. The iPhone 6 Plus is awesome at playing games, 
and if I'm sitting around with nothing to do at the doctor's office or waiting for a 
table at my favorite restaurant, it's great having that choice of entertainment. 
But if I'm lounging around the house and want to get my game on for an hour or 
two, I'm going to choose my iPad Air 2.


The iPad Air 2 vs the iPhone 6 Plus: Do We Really Have to Choose? 

There is a reason why Apple focused on device interaction via AirDrop Handoff 
in iOS 8. The iPad and the iPhone fill different needs. The iPhone 6 Plus, for all 
its ability to perform so many different tasks, is a phone. It may be the ultimate 
mobile device, but it is still mainly a phone.


The iPad is a PC. It may not be classified as one, but it should be. In fact, in 
many ways, it is even more useful than a traditional PC. It may not have killed off 
the laptop, but it is working on it.


There is a reason why we tend to have multiple devices. The bigger screen on 
the iPhone 6 Plus is great, but I'm not going to write a novel on it. I'm not going 
to create a spreadsheet more complicated than balancing my checkbook. I may 
be happy to read my latest ebook on my smartphone while sitting on the 
subway, but if I'm in the comfort of my own home, I'm going to want a bigger 
screen. 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AI and Humans 

Fifteen Minutes Of Fame 

By Kathy Garges 

There are two basic kinds of artificial intelligence, real and fictional. Fictional AI 
becomes famous more often than real AI.


How many humans know that in June 2014 Eugene Goostman passed a Turing 
Test at the Royal Society of London? Or that it was Deep Blue that beat Garry 
Kasparov at chess? How many have even heard of Logic Theorist or General 
Problem Solver, the first real AIs, invented by Carnegie Mellon University 
scientists Allen Newell, Herbert A. Simon and J. Clifford Shaw in the 1950s?


A few real AIs have become famous, like IBM’s Watson. But when humans think 
about AI, how much more frequently does Hal in 2001: A Space Odyssey come 
to mind? Or android Data of Star Trek: The Next Generation? The word “robot” 
itself comes from a stage play by Czech writer Karel Capek.


One’s favorite robot probably depends on one’s generation. Rosie, the maid on 
the television cartoon series The Jetsons, is the first robot I remember. Wall∙E or 
Bender might be the first to pop into the minds of younger humans.


Fictional AI spans more categories than real AI: robots, androids, cyborgs and 
computer-based. So far, there are no real AIs that could be considered true 
androids (robots that substantially resemble humans) or cyborgs (human/
mechanical hybrids).


The capabilities of fictional AI continue to advance ahead of real AI. This is 
possible in film because human actors embody or voice robots, androids, 
cyborgs and holograms, and, more recently, humans program computer-
generated imagery and other special effects.


Some might argue that the imaginative creations of science fiction inspire their 
later scientific invention. For example, well into their commercial debut, mobile 
phones had an appearance and operation noticeably similar to the 
communicators on Star Trek. A better explanation is that fictional and real AI and 
other technology are created around the same time because they are both 
expressions of similar human desires and needs. Imagination and scientific 
invention in artificial intelligence are part of the same cultural wave front.


Artificial intelligence, real or fictional, can reveal human nature, our strengths 
and weaknesses. Science fiction allows humans to explore the nature of human 
life, society and intelligence by comparing and contrasting it with fantastical 
aliens and machine intelligences in complex fictional scenarios. The mysteries 
and complexities of consciousness, moral decision-making and human rights 
are common themes in science fiction. Real artificial intelligence is also a kind of 
anthropological Rorschach test, offering analogies that give us insight into 
human behavior, intelligence and society.


Readers are possibly miffed that I am running on philosophically and have not 
yet mentioned their personal all-time favorite real or fictional AIs. There just isn’t 
space in this column to include all those that are noteworthy, not even all my 
personal favorites.


The links at the end of the column include some initiatives for compiling lists 
and halls of fame of real and/or fictional noteworthy artificial intelligences. Some 
allow humans to vote or in selecting additions. More specialist curators are 
needed for this effort as the existing lists are not comprehensive and the 
number of real and fictional AIs is increasing rapidly.


Another useful enterprise would be compiling famous quotations by and about 
artificial intelligence. Here’s a start:


	 -	 “These aren’t the droids you’re looking for.” Obi-Wan Kenobi, Star Wars:            
Episode IV – A New Hope (1977)


	 -	 “Computers need love too.” - ELIZA
           
	 -	 “The third thing I learned is that Toronto is now a U.S. city.” – Alex            

Trebek, Jeopardy! about the previous night’s mistake by IBM’s Watson, 
2011.


Sources and additional information: 
Carnegie Mellon University, Robot Hall of Fame, tinyurl.com/36vqy6 

“roboworld,” Carnegie Science Center, tinyurl.com/lcxplup 

Wikipedia, “List of fictional robots and androids,” tinyurl.com/hm3q4 

Josh Jackson, “The 40 Best Robots of All Time (Fictional and Real)” January 27, 
2011, tinyurl.com/8o7lnx6 

Alexandra Wolfe and Lisa Kalis, “Resistance is Futile,” The Wall Street Journal, 
August 3-4, 2013.

Alan Boyle, “Vote for your favorite robots,” Cosmic Log, NBC News, August 20, 
2012, tinyurl.com/lszp64w 

Robot Magazine, “Name That Bot! – Spring 2006” tinyurl.com/nog3v5x  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Jo Cobin took this picture of a Sally Lightfoot Crab on a recent trip to the Galapagos. Looks pretty ferocious doesn’t 
it?


Sally Bazrod    

Photo of the Month Editor 

MLMUG PHOTO OF THE MONTH 

 SALLY LIGHTFOOT CRAB 
Taken by Jo Cobin 
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